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It is important to note that current LIDAR systems rely on rotating the device to scan the field of 

view in one dimension. Although mechanical rotations allow for a full 360 degrees scan, it requires bulky 

apparatus that are not so robust to vibrations and harsh environments. Thus, the need for compact, low cost 

and small-scale solid-state LIDAR is evermore increasing. 

Silicon photonics seems to be a viable solution for the future of on-chip communication. The 

advancements in silicon photonics, and CMOS compatible foundries, allow for the fabrication of the next 

generation of miniaturized optical components and photonic integrated circuits i.e., phased arrays. Silicon 
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photonics has been at the forefront of optical communications and the next generation of optical 

transceivers. As a result, there has been also some development in the optical phased arrays. 

Phased arrays are antenna-based devices whereby controlling the phase and amplitude of each 

individual antenna and due to the interference between them, one can generate an arbitrary emitted pattern. 

Radio frequency based phased arrays have long been in use for decades and are a big part of data 

communication. They are considered the "de facto" way to do solid-state electronic beam steering for many 

RADAR systems. However, devices used for the optical phased arrays offer high pointing accuracy and 

resolution in a smaller size compared to the radio frequency counterparts due to the much shorter 

wavelength of light. 

Despite its immense potentials optical phased arrays have yet to become a commercial product. 

Part of the reason for that has been the lack of an ideal platform. Existing optical phased arrays are mostly 

based on silicon and stoichiometric silicon nitride. Although they can each be useful for specific 

applications however, they have some drawbacks. First, stoichiometric silicon nitride due to its lower index 

and thermo-optic coefficient at the telecom wavelengths, lacks an efficient phase tuning mechanism. 

Additionally, the waveguiding structure needs to be larger to have a more confined optical mode which 

makes the footprint and scaling in the system challenging issues. 

On another note, silicon based optical phased arrays are not ideal for high-power operation. Due to 

the losses in the system and the presence of grating lobes, the system requires a greater amount of input 

power to achieve a given output power. However, this also increases the chance of damage at the input (due 

to nonlinear optical losses), where the power is the highest. This is due to the high two/multi-photon 

absorption coefficient present in silicon. 
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As such, we are proposing a new platform with our high index plasma-enhanced chemical vapor 

deposited (PECVD) silicon-rich silicon nitride where the positive attributes of both silicon and 

stoichiometric silicon nitride are combined. 

The objective of this thesis is to provide a systematic approach towards the development of a novel 

CMOS compatible platform (high index silicon-rich silicon nitride) which can be an ideal alternative to the 

existing platform used for OPAs utilizing the thermo-optic effect. 

We provide a systematic approach towards the development and the enhancement of PECVD 

deposited silicon nitride's thermo-optic coefficient as a function the deposition parameters and the silicon 

content. The ratio of the Si/N is adjusted by changing the ratio of the precursor gases used during the 

deposition (SiH4/N2). We achieve a wide range of linear refractive indices (1.92-3.1 measured at λ = 1550 

nm). We show that highly silicon-rich silicon nitride (SRN) films with index n>3 possess a much larger 

transparency window extending to the telecom wavelengths while maintaining low loss optical 

waveguiding in the C-band. 

We further show that thermo-optic coefficient of our highest index nitride film with n = 3.1 is (1.65 

x 10-4 K-1) which is very close to that of crystalline silicon. 

We then utilized this high index SRN film with a high thermo-optic coefficient to design, fabricate, 

and characterize photonic integrated circuits that could potentially be used for a phased array system. The 

cascaded and compact splitters: y-branch and multi-mode interference coupler for splitting the laser beam 

onto the chip, multimode interferometric switch for amplitude control, thermo-optic phase shifter for phase 

tuning the antennas, compact bends in single and multi-mode waveguides implemented in the switch and 

the phase shifter, and the effective index mismatched closely spaced waveguides for creating a phase 

difference between them to avoid coupling in the near-field (even when their evanescent fields overlap). 
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Finally, we were able to fully integrate and experimentally demonstrate an SRN based end-fire facet optical 

phased array with 16 elements at  
𝜆

2
  spacing (775 nm) that has a spot size of about 6 degrees at boresight 

(0 degrees). The wide steering range is close to a full 120 degrees with one dimensional field of view. The 

high beam quality in our system is due to a) our compact and efficient phase shifter design which allows 

for localized heating with negligible crosstalk, b) along with the phase mismatched for the closely spaced 

waveguides antennas. Such system can be scaled and used for the next generation of LiDAR applications.
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Depending on the application, designing silicon photonics phased array-LIDAR requires many 

system-specific considerations; the most important of which is the waveguiding material. Most silicon 

photonics products are fabricated using the popular silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafers. Silicon is the 

workhorse of CMOS industry, and its SOI implementation is used commonly with a device layer of 220 

nm although some variations exist depending on the application and for more tolerable optical performance. 

Because of its many advantages such as high index contrast with the oxide cladding (allows for creation of 

compact structures), high thermo-optic coefficient (for efficient phase shifting/modulation and fast tuning 

speed), transparency in the O and C-bands which makes it attractive for a range of optical processing 

application. 

However other materials such as silicon nitride, commonly used in foundries as a centrosymmetric, 

CMOS compatible platform. It can also be used as the device layer's core material. Silicon nitride is another 

versatile material which is generally deposited using chemical vapor depositions. From the standpoint of 

integrated photonics, silicon nitride has many advantages such as low loss waveguides, larger transparency 

window (extending to beyond the visible wavelengths), high power handling capability on account of low 

two- photon-absorption (TPA) losses, ease of tuning and deposition. However, despite so many advantages 

that both silicon and silicon nitride offer, they have their shortcomings too. 

Silicon lacks a wide transparency window due to its bandgap ~ 1.1 𝜇𝑚 and thus cannot be used for 

a wider range of applications. Additionally due to the presence of TPA, this nonlinear phenomenon limits 

the power handling capabilities of silicon which is a major drawback for optical phased arrays. Although 
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silicon as a semiconductor can be used for doped waveguide heaters, they can introduce even more optical 

loss in the system due to the free carrier absorption (FCA) and their large footprints. 

Stoichiometric silicon nitride also on accounts of its low refractive index and thermo-optic coefficient is not 

necessarily the best platform for a scalable and efficient phased array lidar system. 

Focusing however on the benefits of both silicon and silicon nitride, there is another CMOS compatible 

material with a lot of potential in integrated photonics. Increasingly researchers have shown that by tuning 

and increasing the silicon content in silicon nitride thin films, nonlinear coefficient (third-order nonlinear 

susceptibility χ(3) can also be tuned up to 4-5 times higher than that of crystalline silicon. This is while the 

material contains a larger transparency window compared to silicon and low TPA similar to that offered by 

stoichiometric silicon nitride. Hence, it is considered viable candidate for on-chip applications. 

Table 1.1. below shows a summary comparison of the properties of the three materials. 

Table 1.1. Comparison of the different material platforms 

Material 

platform 

Index @ 1550 

(nm) 

Transparency 

Window (𝝁𝒎) 

Bandgap 

(eV) 

Thermo-optic 

Coefficient 

𝜷𝑻𝑷𝑨 (cm/GW) n2 (m
2/W) 

Si3N4 1.98 0.25-8 5 2 x 10-5 Negligible 2.4 x 10-19 

Si 3.437 1.1-9 1.12 1.84 x 10-4 0.5 2.5 x 10-18 

SRN 2.1-~3.14 0.72-8 3 1.65 x 10-4 Negligible 2.8 x 10-17 

 

It is noteworthy that one of the key drawbacks with SRN is the increased linear absorption at the 

telecom wavelength due to the presence of the silicon nanoclusters. This is usually due to the presence of 

ammonia, NH3 in deposition which leads to the creation of N-H bonds. This problem usually gets worse 

when rapid thermal annealing is used to passivate these bonds. High temperature annealing forms silicon 

nanoclusters which are the result of out-diffusion from the substrate. 
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In our approach, we investigate a different way towards the deposition of low temperature PECVD 

SRN with no ammonia used in the recipe. We further show that by just using SiH4 and N2 gases we can 

accurately tune the index of our films while maintaining low loss and a large transparency window (~ 700 

nm-1600 nm measured) using the ellipsometry techniques. 

We also report the highest measured thermo-optic coefficient for a PECVD deposited SRN film. We do so 

for different compositions of our silicon nitride films from stoichiometric silicon nitride all the way to the 

ammonia free silicon rich silicon nitride. 

Hence, we believe our high index, low loss and high thermo-optic coefficient SRN films can offer 

a promising complementary platform to the existing silicon and silicon nitride OPAs. We show a 16-

element one dimensional phased array on-chip circuit wore-bonded to a PCB for the phase control. This 

optical phased array is based on an end-fire facet design with compact phase shifters, multi-mode 

interference coupler splitters, and phase mismatched waveguides as the arraying antenna. We report a 6.5o 

spot size at bore-size and a steering range of 115o. 

In this thesis, we undertake a systematic approach towards developing the SRN films while 

enhancing their linear refractive index and thermo-optic coefficients, engineering photonics components, 

and finally integrating them towards a full optical phased array system. 

Chapter 2 describes the systematic study on the effect of increasing the silicon content in the nitride 

films on their exhibited thermo-optic properties. In order to do so, we carried out thermo-optic 

measurements using Mach Zehnder interferometers (MZIs) fabricated with nitride films over a wide range 

of indices: 1.92 (silicon deficient films) – 3.1 (silicon-rich films). We conclusively demonstrate that 

increasing the silicon content leads to an increase in the films’ thermo-optic coefficients, with highly silicon-

rich films (n = 3.1) exhibiting a thermo-optic coefficient comparable to that of silicon. We further 

demonstrate that such films, despite their high silicon content, retain low optical loss over a much wider 
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range of wavelengths than that of silicon and can indeed be used for low loss waveguiding in the NIR 

regime. 

Chapter 3 describes the design, fabrication, and characterization of the components needed for the 

integration of the 16-element phased array. First different splitter designs were studied and explored. Here 

the y-splitter and the MMI coupler designs are explored. Then for the amplitude control on the OPA chip 

two different MMI switches are studied and experimentally demonstrated. First a straight design and 

second by implementing the modified Euler bends, the effects on the performance properties are discussed. 

These bends structures are studied for both single and multi-mode waveguides. To provide the phase 

shifting, we show the experimental verification of single mode modified Euler bends used in the compact 

and efficient design of the phase shifters with compact heater geometries. Lastly the phase mismatched 

waveguides used for the end-fire facet design of the waveguide antennas are discussed and experimental 

results are shown. 

Chapter 4 describes the current research in optical phased array and LIDAR technology. Followed 

by the mathematics of antenna arrays in general along with some theoretical models of our phased array 

design. We demonstrate the FDTD simulation of the end-fire facet design of the OPA and finalize our 

antenna design. Finally, we show the final OPA chip design and its layout. 

Chapter 5 describes the cascaded architecture used in our array design along with some finite 

difference time domain (FDTD) simulations of the phased array design. Further, the design of the PCB 

along with limitation and challenges are discussed. To control the phase shifters implemented in the phased 

array a microcontroller is used to connect to the PCB and actively tune the heaters. Finally, the experimental 

measurements of the phased array along with the optical setup used to get the results are discussed. 

Chapter 6 summarizes the research contributions of this dissertation and proposes possible future research 

directions. 
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Chapter 2 

Thermo-optic properties of silicon-rich silicon nitride 

2.1 Background 

Presently, increasing the silicon content in silicon nitride thin films is being investigated towards 

creating a material platform that combines the benefits of silicon and stoichiometric silicon nitride. It has 

been shown that silicon-rich silicon nitride (SRN) films can demonstrate a highly enhanced nonlinear 

coefficient (third-order nonlinear susceptibility χ (3) up to 4-5 times higher than that of crystalline silicon) 

while retaining low two-photon absorption (TPA) a in the Near Infra-Red (NIR) like stoichiometric nitride 

and a larger transparency window than that offered by crystalline silicon [1,2]. As such, it is a viable 

candidate for on-chip applications such a super-continuum generation, wave-mixing, signal processing and 

light detection and ranging (LIDAR) [3,4]. The enhancement in SRN’s nonlinear coefficient has commonly 

been attributed in the literature to its higher silicon content and in particular the presence of embedded 

silicon nanocrystals [5]. There has also been some discussion in literature on the possible enhancement of 

thermo-optic properties of silicon nitride as a function of its silicon content [6]. The thermo-optic coefficient 

of stoichiometric silicon nitride is commonly exploited for realizing on-chip devices such as electro-optic 

phase shifters [7] for various applications. However, on account of its low thermo-optic coefficient 

(2.45×10−5 K−1) [8] and low refractive index, these devices suffer from low device efficiency in terms of 

high electrical power consumption and large device footprint [3,7]. Silicon on the other hand possesses a 

higher thermo-optic coefficient (1.86×10−4 K−1) but suffers from a much narrower transparency window 

(transparent beyond 1.1 µm) and lower optical power handling capability on account of loss mechanisms 

such as two photon absorption (TPA) and surface carrier absorption (SCA) [5,9–10]. 

In this work, we present SRN as an alternative material for on-chip applications that utilizes the 

thermo-optic effect. We provide a systematic evaluation of enhancement of PECVD deposited silicon 
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nitride’s thermo-optic coefficient as a function of its silicon content. Using this method, we conclusively 

demonstrate that the Si/N ratio of silicon nitride films can be adjusted by tuning the ratio of the precursor 

gases (SiH4/N2) in the PECVD system achieving films with a wide range of linear indices (1.92- 3.1, 

measured at λ = 1550 nm). We demonstrate that highly silicon-rich silicon nitride films (refractive index, n 

> 3) possess a much wider transparency window than that of silicon and can be used to demonstrate low 

loss optical waveguiding in the C-band. We then characterize the thermo-optic response of MZIs fabricated 

with silicon nitride films of different compositions and quantitatively demonstrate an enhancement in the 

thermo-optic coefficient as a function of silicon content in these films. 

2.2 Film Preparations and optical properties 

In the current work, PECVD was employed to deposit silicon nitride films of varying composition 

on top of oxide-on-silicon substrates. Deposition of silicon nitride using PECVD offers an advantage in 

terms of lower deposition temperature (350 °C in this study), as compared to LPCVD which is carried out 

at high temperatures (in the range of 700-800 °C). The ratio of precursor gases, SiH4, N2, and NH3 was then 

varied, as shown in Table 2.1., to realize three samples, S1, S2, and S3. For the purposes of ellipsometry 

measurements we maintained a film thickness of < 100 nm for all the three films. The Energy Dispersive 

Spectrum (EDS) measurements carried out in our previous work [11] and other works in literature [5,12] 

have clearly demonstrated that increase in the linear refractive index of the deposited CVD silicon nitride 

films is accompanied by an increase in their silicon content. Ellipsometry measurements were then carried 

out to determine the real and imaginary parts of the linear refractive index of these films with the latter 

defining their transparency windows. Table 2.1. shows the real part of the refractive index measured at 

1550 nm for films S1 through S3 confirming that linear refractive index increases with increase in silicon 

content in silicon nitride films. Fig. 2.1.  shows the dispersion in the real and imaginary part of the refractive 

index for sample S3 over a wide wavelength range, 200-1600 nm. It is clearly visible that the imaginary 
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part of the index, and hence the optical loss, of the film remains negligible even at wavelengths as low as 

700 nm despite it having a silicon content significantly higher than that of stoichiometric silicon nitride. 

This also demonstrates that PECVD can be used to deposit highly silicon-rich silicon nitride films of index 

greater than 3 with low optical loss and wide transparency windows. Further, the inset in Fig. 2.1 

demonstrates how the refractive index of SRN films can be tuned as a function of the SiH4/N2 ratio in 

ammonia free recipes. 

 

Figure 2.1.  Ellipsometry measurements for sample S3 with n = 3.1 at λ=1550 nm showing the real (in black) and log of the 

imaginary part (in red) of the refractive index. It should be noted that the accuracy of the ellipsometer in the measurement of the 

imaginary part of the refractive index is limited to 10−5 which occurred at a wavelength of about 755 nm, leading to the abrupt 
stop in the plot of log10(k) versus wavelength; the inset shows the enhancement of the index of SRN films for the ammonia free 

condition with refractive indices of 3.01, 3.08, and 3.11. 
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Table 2.1. Deposition parameters and the refractive index of silicon nitride with various 

compositions with thickness of 60 nm 

Sample # n (λ =1550 

nm) 

SiH4 Flow 

Rate (sccm) 

N2 Flow Rate 

(sccm) 

NH3 flow 

rate (sccm) 

S1 1.92 276 600 24 

S2 2.25 400 200 10 

S3 3.1 500 150 0 

2.3 Loss Characterization for SRN waveguides 

While the ellipsometry measurements show that SRN films with linear refractive indices higher 

than 3 are indeed low loss in the NIR region (O and C bands), it is still important to evaluate their loss by 

in waveguide propagation. For this purpose, we carried out the fabrication of bus-coupled ring resonators 

(i.e., all pass filter) with a range of coupling gaps using our PECVD deposited SRN films with n = 3.1 

(measured at λ = 1550 nm). Starting with a wafer with 3 µm of thermal oxide on top of a silicon substrate, 

we first deposited a 320 nm thick SRN film using the recipe for the film sample S3 (see Table 2.1). Bus-

coupled ring resonators with waveguide widths of 400 nm and ring radius of 45 µm are then fabricated 

using E-beam lithography followed by dry-etching using a C4F8 and SF6 plasma in an Oxford Plasmalab 

100 etcher which is the typical recipe used in [13]. The gas flow rates during the etching process were 25 

sccm for SF6 and 50 sccm for C4F8, and the chamber pressure was maintained at 15 mTorr. The device 

fabrication is then completed with a deposition of 2 µm PECVD silicon dioxide as top clad followed by a 

15-minute rapid thermal anneal (RTA) in a forming gas H2/N2 (10%:90%) ambient. The transmission 

response of these ring-resonators was then measured in the C-band using a tunable CW Agilent laser and a 

fiber-in, free-space out setup such as that presented in our previous work [13]. Fig. 2.2(a) and (b) show the 

measured response with a zoom-in of a single resonance and multiple resonances respectively for an SRN 
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ring resonator with a 140 nm coupling gap for a propagating TM-polarized optical mode. The free-spectral 

range (FSR) measured using this response is 2.381nm, corresponding to a group index of 3.58, which in 

turn is very close to the value predicted using eigenmode analysis in Lumerical MODE with the same 

waveguide dimensions and measured refractive index. Fig. 2.2(a) also shows a single resonance from the 

response fit to a well-known Lorentzian expression [14] for the transmission response of a bus-coupled ring 

resonator which is then used to estimate the loss of the propagating mode. The optical loss coefficients 

extracted for the TE- and TM-like optical modes using this methodology are 7 dB/cm and 3.27 dB/cm 

respectively similar to those reported in [12,15–16]. These loss values are comparable to those obtained for 

deposited amorphous silicon waveguides [17] but higher than those usually observed for state-of-the-art 

silicon and silicon nitride waveguides [3,18]. However, it should be noted that this loss can be attributed to 

a combination of an unoptimized fabrication process and/or possible material losses resulting from the 

inherent nature of high-index SRN films themselves [11,18–20]. The combination of low optical loss and 

high refractive index would allow for the design of multi-mode straight and bent waveguides with 

comparable dimensions to those made using crystalline silicon [21]. 

 

Figure 2.2.  Passive transmission spectra for a ring resonator, corresponding to a 140 nm coupling gap and TM polarization for 

the optical mode (a) Single resonance at 1554.15 nm overlayed with the Lorentzian fit for the transmission response of a ring 

resonator (b) multiple resonances for the same ring resonator 
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2.4 Thermo-optic characterization for SRN waveguides 

In order to determine the effect of silicon content on the thermo-optic response of the silicon nitride 

films, we fabricated three different sets of MZIs (S1, S2, and S3) using the three different films prepared 

following the deposition procedures described in section 2. Figure 2.3(a) shows an optical microscope 

(OM) image of one of the fabricated MZI sets with integrated heater filaments and contact pads. Figure 

2.3(b) is a cross-sectional schematic of the device, showing the Ni:Cr heating filaments fabricated using a 

combination of photolithography (bilayer photoresist consisting of PMGI and AZ1512 and mask-less 

aligner Heidelberg 150) and RF sputtering (Denton 635). The dimensions of the heater filaments in each 

MZI set were 300 nm in height, 20 µm in width, and four different lengths of 480, 980, 1480, and 1980 µm 

as shown in Fig. 2.3(a). On account of the high variation in the nitride film refractive indices, nS1 = 1.92, nS2 

= 2.25, nS3 = 3.1, different film thicknesses and waveguide widths were chosen to ensure high overlap of 

the optical mode with the waveguide core. The waveguide dimensions for the three cases are listed in Table 

2.2. Fig. 2.3(c) shows an SEM micrograph of a Y-splitter at the input end of one of the MZIs. It should be 

noted that while heater filaments were placed on both arms of the MZI, to balance the optical loss, one of 

the arms was left disconnected from the contact pads. 

Table 2.2. Performance parameters of the MZI with 3 SiNx recipes for measuring thermo-optic 

coefficient 

To extract the thermo-optic coefficients of the three films, we then measured the spectral response 

of the shortest MZIs as a function of power in the heaters for all the three sets. Doing so allowed us to 

determine the change in the effective refractive index and hence the change in the material index of the 

Sample # w × h (nm2) ΓSiNx FSR (nm) ng
 ∆n/∆T (K−1) 

S1 800 × 550 59% 11.5 1.84 (1.82 ± 0.8) × 10−5 

S2 600 × 400 57% 8.96 2.39 (5.85 ± 0.5) × 10−5 

S3 400 × 320 69% 5.94 3.96 (1.65 ± 0.08) × 10−4 
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waveguide core as a function of temperature. This step was performed by combining our experimental 

results with eigenmode and thermal modeling in Lumerical MODE and Lumerical DEVICE respectively. 

 

Figure 2.3.  (a) OM top view of the four MZIs with integrated Ni:Cr heaters and Cr/Au contact pads consisting of 680 to 1920 

µm of balanced lengths and 102 µm of imbalanced length (b) schematic of the SiNx based MZIs with waveguide dimensions of 

h and w listed in Table 2.2. and total cladding thickness of 5 µm along with Ni:Cr heater filament of 20 µm width and 300 nm 

height (c) SEM image of the Y junction at the output port of the fabricated MZI 

Transmission spectral scan were taken as a function of voltage applied to the heater. Fig 2.4(a) shows the 

experimentally measured spectral response of the shortest MZI in sample S3 for a voltage range of 0 to 6 

V. Fig. 2.4(b) shows the extracted spectral shift ∆λ, (in black) in the MZIs transmission response as a 

function of voltage applied. Also shown in the same figure (in red) is the experimentally measured power 

consumed in the heater. As shown, the spectral shift is a quadratic function of the voltage applied. This is 

because the power dissipated by the heater (P) is a quadratic function of the voltage applied (P = 
𝑉2

𝑅
), where 

R is the resistance of the heater element, and is linearly proportional to the change in temperature in the 

waveguide core (∆T). This was confirmed using thermal simulations carried out in Lumerical DEVICE. 

[8]. Equation (1) describes the relationship between the experimentally observed ∆λ and the thermo-

optically induced change in the effective index (∆neff ) of the optical mode. Here λnull is the wavelength 

corresponding to the null point in transmission, ng is the group index calculated from the measured free 

spectral range (FSR) [14], Lmod is the heater length of 480 µm, and ∆L = 102 µm is the imbalanced length. 

(
Δ𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝑛𝑔
) (

𝐿𝑚𝑜𝑑

Δ𝐿
) =

Δ𝜆

𝜆𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑙
                                                        (1) 
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Hence knowing the spectral shift Δ𝜆 as a function of change in temperature of the 

waveguide core (ΔT), we can use Eq. (1) to calculate Δ𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 as a function of ΔT shown in Fig. 

2.4(c) for the three films. This change in effective index as a function of temperature, can then be 

related to the change in material indices via Eq. (2) where (
𝜕𝑛

𝜕𝑇
)

𝑆𝑖𝑂2

= 9 × 10−6𝐾−1 [22,23] and  

(
𝜕𝑛

𝜕𝑇
)

𝑆𝑖𝑁𝑥
are the thermo-optic coefficients for the cladding oxide (as reported in literature) and 

silicon nitride respectively, and Γ𝑆𝑖𝑁𝑥and  Γ𝑆𝑖𝑂2
 are the overlap factors of the mode with the silicon 

nitride waveguide core and the cladding oxide respectively. The overlap factor, Γ, in this equation 

is calculated in a manner similar to that reported in ref. [24,25]. 

Δ𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓

Δ𝑇
= Γ𝑆𝑖𝑂2

(
𝜕𝑛

𝜕𝑇
)

𝑆𝑖𝑂2

+ Γ𝑆𝑖𝑁𝑥 (
𝜕𝑛

𝜕𝑇
)

𝑆𝑖𝑁𝑥
                                            (2) 

The calculated values of the overlap factors within the waveguide cores are shown in Table 2.2. below. 

Using these confinement factors, the Δn/ΔT for all three films was obtained. Thermo-optic coefficient 

extracted was determined to be (1.65±0.08) ×10-4 K-1 for S3, (5.85±0.5) ×10-5 K-1 for S2, and (1.82±0.8) 

×10-5 K-1 for S1. The uncertainties in the coefficients arise from an uncertainty in both post-etch waveguide 

dimensions as well as that in the shape and thickness of the deposited top cladding PECVD oxide. The 

enhancement of the coefficient can be seen in the plot below as a function of the measured refractive index 

values for each of them. The result clearly shows the enhancement as a function of increase in the silicon 

content of the silicon nitride films with the highest achieved thermo-optic coefficient being comparable to 

that of crystalline silicon [26]. 
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Figure 2.4.  (a) Spectral shift of the null point in transmission due to the applied voltage for sample S3 (b) relative change in the 

wavelength and the power increase in the heater as functions of the applied voltage to the heater corresponding to (a), (c) the 

effective index change obtained from Eq. (1) for MZIs of all the three sets 

 

Figure 2.5. Enhancement of the thermo-optic coefficient and its relation to the refractive index with the corresponding 

uncertainties at λ = 1550 nm 
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2.5 CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, we report experimental data on the thermo optic coefficient of PECVD deposited 

silicon nitride films, achieving a value as high as (1.65±0.08) ×10−4 K −1 for a film with refractive index 

of 3.1. This is one of the highest reported thermo-optic coefficients in a PECVD deposited silicon nitride 

film to date and is comparable to that of crystalline silicon [32]. As expected, a clear correlation is 

experimentally demonstrated between the silicon concentration of the deposited silicon nitride films and 

their corresponding thermo-optic coefficients. We also demonstrate that these nitride films retain low 

optical loss, even at indices greater than 3. 

Chapter 2, in part, contains materials from “Thermo-optic properties of silicon-rich silicon nitride 

for thermo-optic applications”, published in Optics Express. This paper was co-authored by Alex Friedman, 

Rajat Sharma, Steve Pappert, Yeshaiahu Fainman, and Paul Yu. The dissertation author was the first author 

of the manuscript. 
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Chapter 3 

Integrated Photonic Devices based SRN 

3.1 Background 

In the following, we look at the design, fabrication, and characterization of the integrated photonics 

components that could potentially be used in an integrated OPA design. Earlier in chapter 2 we 

demonstrated the high index, low loss, and high thermo-optic coefficient of our PECVD SRN films. Thus, 

we know that the design of low loss waveguides (i.e., splitters, couplers, and bends), power efficient and 

compact devices such as phase shifters and switches are possible. 

The splitting and phase shifting architecture of one-dimensional OPAs can be divided into two categories. 

Generally, there is a cascaded phase shifter architecture and a tree-like architecture. There are of course 

advantages and disadvantages to using each architecture. We will discuss both and why we went with the 

simple tree like structure in our design. 

In order to split and distribute the input light to a 1 x N network of antennas, cascaded 1 x 2 y branch 

couplers or 1 x N multimode interferometer can be implemented. Here we investigate the pros and cons 

and the performance of both designs. 

Steering in an optical phased array happens by imposing a phase profile on the optical beam being 

transmitted/reflected. Controlling the phase and amplitude of each of the antenna arrays is very critical. The 

design of our SRN based optical phase shifters and MMI switch can be implemented to impose the 

appropriate phase/amplitude profiles. These modulations in optical phased arrays are typically done using 

the thermo-optic coefficient or the plasma-dispersion effect [1-3] in silicon waveguides. The phase shifters 

created by waveguide doping i.e., a PN junction, create a change in the refractive index which changes the 

phase of the light. However, since this is done by changing the carrier in the phase shifter, the optical loss 
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varies too. This causes the broadening of the spot size which is not ideal in phased arrays. In the case of our 

SRN films, due to the high thermo-optic coefficient, we show compact and efficient phase shifting where 

we have (8 mW per 𝑃𝜋) and 65 x 65 𝜇𝑚2 of phase shifting area and similarly 23 mW per 𝑃𝜋 and 68 x 68 

𝜇𝑚2. The small size of these devices makes them very useful for scaling and or cascading and provides a 

solution for the possible thermal crosstalk. 

In order to achieve high beam efficiency and wide steering range of angles, we implemented end-

fire facet waveguides at a half wavelength pitch specifically design to avoid coupling between the closely 

spaced waveguides. We do so by creating a phase mismatch between the neighboring waveguides. [4]. 

3.2 Splitter Design 

3.2.1 Y-Branch Coupler 

To distribute the light into different waveguide antenna arrays we have studied 1 x 2 y branch 

couplers. One of the reasons why cascaded y-branch couplers are often preferred to 1xN multimode 

couplers is due to equal power split in the output ports and that they are more compact in footprint. The 

MMI couplers can be more challenging to deal with in a phased array due to the inherent phase 

nonuniformity which will require phase compensation either actively or passively. This could potentially 

add more complexity to the system. However, we will investigate them in the next section as well. 

We studied a simple adiabatic y branch coupler. In this case, the light is split equally into the two branches 

where the intensity is half of the input, and the electric field is 
𝐸

√2
- additionally, the phase difference between 

the branches is 90o. We used the inverse design method and the particle swarm algorithm to optimize the 

structure for the minimum insertion loss. The splitting section was designed such that it was very tolerant 

to fabrication imperfections. 

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a technique which requires using a large set of iterations. In 

most cases of simulations, parameter sweeps work too, but particle swarm is very efficient since it is 
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designed to optimize for more than just one parameter and for a specific figure of merit [5]. PSO is best 

used as an algorithm for finding the minimum or maximum of a function defined on a multi-dimensional 

vector space. The brute force method of searching every possible combination for finding the solution to a 

minimum or maximum might be too expensive to do and practically impossible. However, if we could just 

randomly find some sample points on the plane for which the lowest/highest values of a function might 

exist. The operation of a PSO method also works on the basis of a random search. First, we start with a 

number of random variables (also referred to as “particles”) and let them look for the minimum point in 

random directions. At every step, each particle should search around the minimum it found as well as the 

minimum found by the other particles. This is repeated for a certain number of iterations and thus, the 

minimum point found is then referred to as the minimum point found by this swarm of particles. It is 

important to note that the number of iterations can be either be fixed or dynamic in response to the progress 

i.e., we can make it stop if no changes are being made to the global best solution after a number of iterations. 

Here we use the insertion loss or 10 × log10(2𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑔) as the figure of merit/function we want to minimize 

for our y-couplers. 

Our design is based on a polygon which is divided into 13 segments of equal length and different 

widths. The algorithm was used to optimize the number of sections into which the y-branch was divided. 

Here is the result of the optimized parameters for the segmented section: 

Table 3.1. The splitter segmentation parameters (the width values here are in µm) 

Splitter 

Length (µm) 

W1
 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7 W8 W9 W10 W11 W12 W13 

3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.88 0.87 1.6 1.6 1.26 1.25 1 
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As it can be seen from Table 3.1., the smoothened polygon shaped section has a 1.45 µm in width 

3 µm in length and 200 nm separation between the splitting section. The geometry of this section is shown 

in Fig.3.1. (a). Fig.3.1(b) shows the SEM micrograph of the fabricated y-branch coupler. The 200 nm gap 

is very well defined, and the polygon is easily fabricated using E-beam lithography. The coupler was 

designed for TE-polarization with a simulated insertion loss of 0.159 dB. Using this relatively smoothened 

polygon as the splitter section makes the fabrication easy for scaling and integrating in tree-like structures 

in OPAs. 

It is important that the optimization process is first carried out in 2.5D LUMERICAL MODE and 

further is tested to confirm the actual figure merit in a full 3D FDTD. 

 

Figure 3.1. (a) The zoomed in schematic of the polygon designed for the splitting section of the Y-coupler (b) SEM micrograph 

of the Y-branch coupler 

 

Figure 3.2. (a) Y-branch electric field intensity profile of the Y-branch coupler (b) The simulated transmission spectra of the plot 

shown in figure (a). 
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Using Lumerical full 3D FDTD simulation here we can see in Fig 3.2.(a) the intensity profile of 

the coupler showing an equal split of the optical power. Additionally, Fig. 3.2 (b) shows the simulated 

transmission spectra over a range of wavelengths from 1.5 to 1.54 𝜇𝑚. This shows broadband operation 

while maintaining relatively low loss. 

The fabrication of the y-branch coupler here was carried out in a similar fashion to our previous 

work [6], using the PECVD deposited SRN film of n = 3.1, with the only difference being that in this case, 

the top cladding thickness is 1 µm. 

 

Figure 3.3. (a) The transmission spectra of the 2-stage cascaded y-branch couplers (b) The schematic of a 2-stage coupler 

Further to investigate the splitter use in a phased array system, we implement a cascaded geometry. 

Here we show the schematic of a 1 x 4 splitter on the right in Fig 3.3.(a) and its transmission spectra in (b). 

We measured the top two ports of the device (due to the symmetry the bottom two ports are not shown) 

and the transmission plot shows a perfect split between the two. Note that the periodic swings here can be 

understood as the reflection from the end facets of the device which could lead to a cavity formation but 

since they are less than 0.5 dB from the -3 dB point (where the perfect split is), they can be tolerated. This 

process was repeated for 3,4, and 5 cascaded stages with similar performance. 
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Despite its perfect power split and compact footprint, cascading these y-branch couplers can lead 

to a large insertion loss. In our case for a 16-element phased array, cascading of 15 splitters means in our 

cases a total loss of 4.77 dB of loss. Instead, multi-mode interference splitters despite being less compact 

and requiring more sophisticated designs for better phase control, could be a great candidate for scaling and 

making efficient phased arrays. [7]. 

3.2.2 Multi-Mode Interferometric Coupler 

Here, we design three different MMI splitters. A smaller 1x2, 1x4, and 1x8 for different stages of 

the OPA. Generally, MMIs consist of two parts, one is the center multimode waveguide and the access 

waveguides both at the input and the output. In all of our designs, there is a single waveguide at the input 

to a larger multi-mode waveguide following by two, four, and eight adiabatic linear tapers for the outputs 

respectively. The splitter's length and width are designed in such a way that when the higher order modes 

are excited the input electric field is self-image to the outputs. Tapered widths are not only useful for 

compactness, but also allows for increase in the light intensity near the dielectric corners with abrupt 

discontinuities and thus reduces the reflections. Additionally, an increase in the tapered width can improve 

the quality of self-imaging and thus reduces the excess loss. The imbalance and excess loss in MMI 

couplers are mainly determined by the way the input power is divided into the MMI’s sectional modes, so 

the more adiabatic tapers provide a more acceptable transition and improves the quality of the self-image. 

The imbalance between the outputs of the coupler and the insertion loss can be determined by the 

following equations: 

𝑖𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 10 log10 (
𝑃1

𝑃2
)                                                                         (1) 

𝐼𝐿 = 10 log10 (
𝑃1+𝑃2+𝑃3+⋯

1
)                                                                         (2) 

To obtain these results we use LUMERICAL MODE followed by FDTD to study our MMI 

coupler design, similar to the Y branch coupler. A desired design is achieved when there is minimum power 
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imbalance along with insertion loss. We use the three following parameters to design and optimize the 

structure. LMMI, WMMI, to define the length and width of the multimode waveguide, gap, Ltaper, Wtaper, to 

define the separation between the output waveguides and the taper length and taper width for controlling 

the gap between the output tapers and to determine the proper and equal split amongst the outputs. The 

optimized design ideally needs to have low insertion loss and low power imbalance between the output 

waveguides, so the figure of merit defined for the Particle Swarm algorithm is as follows: 

 

Where ci is the power transmission from the input waveguide to the output waveguide #i. Hence 

with that FOM, we use coupler length, coupler width, taper length, taper width, and the gap as parameters 

for the optimization. [8,9]. 

Table 3.2. The 1 x 2 MMI coupler parameters 

Name Value [𝝁𝒎] 

Coupler Length 23.42 

Coupler Width 5.16 

Material SRN 

Separation 2.5 

Taper Length 20 

Taper Width 1.75 

Total Length 80 

Waveguide Width 0.4 

Z span 0.305 

 

Figure 3.4. (a) The zoomed in schematic of the 1 x 2 MMI coupler (b) Electric field intensity profile of the coupler shown in (a) 

                                              𝐹𝑖𝑔𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑡 (𝐹𝑂𝑀) =
∑ 𝑐𝑖

8
𝑖=1

(0.1+max(𝑐𝑖)−min(𝑐𝑖)
                                            (3) 
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In the case of the 1 x 2 MMI coupler, as shown in Table 3.2. the minimum coupler width is 5.16 

𝜇𝑚, coupler length is 23.4 𝜇𝑚 and the separation is 2.5 𝜇𝑚 as shown in Fig. 3.4. The electric field intensity 

profile of the interference pattern of the 1x2 MMI is shown Fig. 3.4.(b). The transmission spectra of the 

simulated MMI coupler shows identical output for both ports with negligible imbalance. The insertion loss 

of 0.021 dB is calculated which in comparison with the traditional y-coupler design we showed in the 

previous section is 7.5 times more efficient in terms of optical loss. 

 

 

Figure. 3.5. The transmission spectra of the 1x2 MMI coupler 

Table 3.3. The 1 x 8 MMI coupler parameters 

Name Value [𝝁𝒎] 

Coupler Length 12 

Coupler Width 8.8 

Material SRN 

Separation 2.5 

Taper Length 8 

Taper Width 1.75 

Total Length 54 

Waveguide Width 0.4 

Z span 0.305 
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In the case of the 1 x 8 MMI coupler, as shown in Table 3.3. the minimum coupler width is 8.8 

𝜇𝑚, coupler length is 12 𝜇𝑚 and the separation is 2.5 𝜇𝑚 as shown in Fig. 3.6. The electric field intensity 

profile of the interference pattern of the 1 x 8 MMI is shown Fig. 3.6.(b). The transmission spectra of the 

simulated MMI coupler shows a power imbalance over the 0.1 µm wavelength range. The wavelength of 

operation is best to be chosen at 1.525 µm since the output powers are identical- this can be seen from the 

transmission spectra shown in Fig. 3.6. (c). 

 

Figure 3.6. (a) The zoomed in schematic of the 1 x 8 MMI coupler (b) The electric field intensity profile of the coupler (c) the 

transmission spectra of the simulated 

The insertion loss of 0.55 dB is calculated. In case of a cascaded Y-branch coupler with 8 outputs, 

the insertion loss is 1.33 dB which in comparison to our 1 x 8 MMI design is a factor of 2 more lossy. 

Although using an MMI coupler requires proper phase correction or operation at a wavelength where the 

optical outputs are equal, implementing them for an optical system where scaling is key i.e., OPAs helps 

with minimizing propagation loss in comparison to the more traditional designs such a y-branch coupler. 

[10]. 

The Optical Microscope (OM) image of the fabricated coupler is shown in Fig.3.7 (a). The 

fabrication process is similar to that shown in the previous sections for the coupler, ring, and MZI devices. 
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Fig. 3.7. (b) shows the IR camera image of the 8 outputs from the coupler during a wavelength sweep. Here 

the wavelength was at 1525 nm and shows consistency with the simulated results. 

 

Figure 3.7. (a) The optical microscope image of the 1 x 8 MMI coupler (b) The optical modes of all 8 outputs measured and 

imaged with an Infrared camera 

3.3 Multimode Interferometric Switch 

To showcase the utility of the enhanced thermo-optic coefficient, high refractive index, and optical 

quality of SRN films such as S3, we demonstrate a novel thermo-optically tuned MMI switch in SRN 

designed for operation in the C-band. A schematic of the SRN MMI switch is shown in Fig. 3.8, where the 

active waveguide cross section is similar to that of the MZI in the previous section. The MMI switch 

operates by the interference of two modes in a 320 nm tall and 600 nm wide multimode SRN waveguide. 

The multimode waveguide was designed to support fundamental and first order TE-like modes while 

retaining low waveguide propagation loss for both. Using Lumerical MODE simulations, the effective 

index and confinement factor are 2.42 and 84% for the fundamental and 1.62 and 31% for the first-order 

mode respectively. The multimode section of the device has 300nm wide inlet and outlet single mode 

waveguides with 300 nm width as shown in Fig. 3.8. The smaller width of the inlet and outlet waveguides 

insure single mode operation. The input waveguides (straight and bent) were designed so as to equally 

excite the fundamental and first order modes directly in the active waveguide section. Two S-bends merge 

symmetrically and meet in the center of the MMI waveguide to adiabatically excite the first order mode in 

the MMI section in a manner similar to that done for other MMI switches using silicon [11,12]. The time 

averaged intensity profile in the MMI as well as the excitation sections are shown in the inset of Fig. 3.8. 
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The output portion of the switch, like the input section, consists of two single-mode, 45 µm bends which 

depart the MMI in an adiabatic fashion and form the two output ports. Depending on the effective optical 

length of the MMI for the two modes, the output of the MMI can be switched completely from one of the 

output ports to the other as shown in Fig. 3.8. 

 

Figure 3.8. (a) Schematic representation of the MMI device showing the single mode symmetrical bends at the input with the 

propagating fundamental mode into the 600 nm wide MMI section with the propagating multi-modes and the single mode output 

bend waveguides. Inset shown are the fundamental and the first order TE modes propagating in the MMI with their 

corresponding effective indices and the 2D FDTD simulation of the MMI excitation from the tapered waveguide section of 300 

nm in addition to the energy transfer between the output ports. 

 

The characteristic beat length of the two MMI propagating modes is given by 

𝐿𝐵 =
𝜆

2
[

1

𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓(𝑇𝐸0)−𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓(𝑇𝐸1)
]                                                          (4) 

where λ is the wavelength of the propagating optical field in vacuum, and neff(TE0) and neff(TE1)are the 

two modes’ effective indices. A change in effective beat length of the two interfering modes can be actively 

induced by either changing the refractive index of the MMI waveguide material, or by changing the 

wavelength to achieve effective switching at the output ports. The former approach, in the case of SRN, 

can be induced by either utilizing its enhanced nonlinearity (χ (3), using the well-known DC Kerr effect) [13] 

or exploit the enhanced thermo-optic effects as discussed below. The fabrication of the SRN MMI switch, 
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with an integrated Ni:Cr heater covering the multimode waveguide section, is carried out in a manner 

similar to that of the MZI in section 4. Optical switches with active SRN multimode waveguide sections as 

short as 800 µm was fabricated and characterized. The passive characteristics of the device, for an MMI 

section length of 800 µm, are shown in Fig. 3.9(a) as the measured normalized log-scale transmission at its 

two output ports as a function of wavelength. The characterization is carried out using the same setup as 

one used in section 4. As expected, the measured power at the two ports are conjugates of each other and 

show periodic peaks and valleys, with extinction ratios as high as 20 dB. The FSR of this response is 

measured to be approximately 3 nm. The FSR of such an MMI is expected to scale inversely with the length 

of the MMI and this is verified experimentally (not shown here) using fabricated devices of varying lengths. 

It should also be noted, that achieving such high extinction ratios validates the use of symmetric 

bends at the input for the efficient excitation of the two interfering modes. Subsequently thermo-optic 

switching was observed by measuring the transmission at both ports as a function of power consumed by 

the heater element. The measurements were carried out at a fixed wavelength, λ = 1517.95 nm to maximize 

changes in output power as a function of index change. Fig. 3.9.(b) shows the individually normalized 

powers at the two ports as a function of power consumed in the heater element. As evident from Fig. 3.9.(b), 

upon application of power to the heater, the resulting change in temperature of the multi-mode waveguide, 

causes a change in output at both ports primarily as a result of thermo-optically induced change in refractive 

index of SRN. From these results one can observe that swings of up to 20 dB can be achieved in the output 

of individual ports and that the two outputs of the ports are exactly out of phase from each other, with the 

power required to completely switch the output from one port to another (defined as Pπ) being ∼50mW. 
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Figure 3.9. (a) Passive transmission spectra measured for 800 µm long MMI device for wavelengths of 1465 to 1570 nm (b) 

Transmission measured as a function of the power applied to the heater from 0 to 300 mW at λ = 1517.95 nm 

 

Lumerical DEVICE was used to perform transient thermal simulations to estimate the expected 

time-dependent switching characteristics of the device [14]. As expected, the thick oxide cladding (∼2 µm) 

that separates the Ni:Cr heater from the waveguide and the 3 µm bottom oxide separating the waveguide 

from the silicon substrate, cause the device to have relatively high rise and fall times ∼50 µs. This implies 

a maximum switching rate of ∼10 kHz. It should be noted that this version of the SRN MMI switch was 

not optimized for switching speed. Dramatic reduction in rise and fall times can be obtained by switching 

to alternative heater configurations such as integrated doped silicon heaters, which allow for much lower 

separation between the waveguide and heating elements [14,15]. While the current version of this MMI 

has a straight multi-mode waveguide 800 µm in length, an optimized version can be designed with a 

combination of appropriately designed low-loss multimode straight and bend waveguides so as to allow 

for dramatic reduction in device footprint. In addition, the switching efficiency of this device can also be 

improved by a combination of detailed co-optimization of the active waveguide design and heater geometry 

and placement. 

To further reduce the power consumption and footprint of thermo-optic switches, we exploited the 

design and optimization of multi-mode bends. We do so by utilizing these bends in a densely folded spiral 

waveguide structure of 1.2 mm total length with a total footprint of 68 x 68 µm2 consisting of 5 and 7- µm 

bending radii for the 90 and 180-degree bends, respectively. Fig. 3.10. (a,c, and d) show the SEM 
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micrograph of the spiral MMI consisting of two 180o bends and twenty eight 90o implemented into the 

MMI switching device shown in Fig. 3.10 (b) along with the Ni:Cr rectangular heater and the Cr/Au contact 

pads. 

 

Figure 3.10. (a) SEM micrograph of the spiral consisting of 28 90o bends and 2 180o bends (b) the OM image of the MMI device 

with the implementation of the 1.5 mm spiral MMI c & d) SEM micrograph of the 180o and 90o bend with the input and output 

inlets of 700 nm with a transition to 1700 nm wide and 1200 nm wide mid-points respectively. 

 

This structure allows for increased overlap of the waveguide with heater-induced temperature 

distribution and hence a larger phase shift for a given applied thermal power. 
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Figure 3.11. (a) Passive normalized transmission spectra measured for 1.2 mm long MMI device for wavelengths of 1500 to 

1535 nm (b) The transmission as a function of the applied power to the heater- showing a 𝑃𝜋 = 23 𝑚𝑊 (c) the transmission as 

a function of the applied voltage with a 𝑉𝜋 = 1.25 𝑉 

 

The transmission spectra of this device were measured as shown in Fig. 3.11(a). As expected, the 

output of the two ports are conjugates of each other and change as a function of wavelength. The FSR of 

this device was measured to be around 2.8 nm. Note that achieving such high extinction ratios > 15 dB 

proves the equal excitation and low insertion loss for the two interfering modes. The heater power and the 

corresponding voltage required to switch from one port to the other was also experimentally measured. 

From Fig. 3.11.(b & c) the port to port switching power was experimentally shown to be Pπ = 23 mW 

corresponding to a Vπ = 1 V. From our previous work [6], a similar MMI with straight waveguide design 
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instead of that of the spiral structure with ultra-compact bends and small footprint, yields to a switching 

power reduction by a factor of more than 2 and footprint reduction by a factor of more than 5. 

It is important to note that, since the bent waveguides have a different group index than the straight section. 

The FSR and the Pπ won’t scale linearly. 

𝐹𝑆𝑅 =
𝜆2

Δ𝑛𝑔𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝐿
                                                                  (5) 

Where the group index is a combination of the group index of both straight and bend waveguide sections 

Δngtotal
= (Δ𝑛𝑔𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡

× 𝐿𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 ) + (Δ𝑛𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑
× 𝐿𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑)                              (6) 

Similarly, to the spiral structure, in the case of a serpentine shown in Fig. 3.12 (a) with the same length of 

1.2 mm, the FSR of 3.3 nm and a Pπ of 26 mW is observed. The passive transmission spectra of the device 

Fig. 3.12 (b) with extinction ratios > 15 dB is shown proving the low insertion loss and broadband operation 

of the device and scalability of these multimode bent waveguides. 

 

Figure. 3.12. (a) The OM image of the MMI device with the serpentine of ~ 1.2 mm- an alternative design to the spiral based 

MMI (b) The passive transmission spectra of the serpentine based MMI with each port normalized to the sum of the powers in 

the two ports 
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Table 3.4. The theoretical and experimental ratios of the FSR for all the three different MMI 

configurations: straight, spiral, serpentine 

FSR Ratios Analytical Experimental 

Spiral to straight 0.96 0.96 

Spiral to serpentine 0.92 0.9 

Serpentine to straight 1.05 1.1 

 

In the table shown (Table 3.4.), the theoretical ratio of the FSR in the cases of the straight, spiral, and 

serpentine structures are compared to that of the experimental one. The results confirm that the major source 

of this difference in the FSR is indeed due to the variations in the number of straight and bent waveguide 

sections. 

3.4 Compact bend structure 

In the previous section we showed that to further reduce the power consumption and footprint of 

thermo-optic switches, we could exploit the design and optimization of multi-mode bends. In this study, 

we use one of our highly silicon-rich SRN films with n = 3.1 (at λ = 1550 nm) to enable the design of ultra-

compact bends. The ultra-compact bends are then used to wrap waveguides in a rectangular spiral fashion 

for maximizing the length of the waveguide under the metallic heater. The design of 90 and 180-degree 

bends was hence critical. The bends designed are modified Euler Bends [17-20] and optimized using 

particle swarm algorithm [21]. Both the 90- and the 180-degree bends are defined by parameters r𝑚𝑖𝑛, r𝑚𝑎𝑥, 

which are the distances of the inner and outer edge of the waveguide with respect to the bend center and 

are related by the following relation: 

𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥  =  𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛  +  𝑓(𝜃)                                                               (7) 

𝑓(𝜃) = 𝑤𝑚𝑎𝑥 + (𝑤𝑚𝑖𝑛 − 𝑤𝑚𝑎𝑥) ×
𝑙𝑛(𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ(𝑐×𝜃0)−𝑐×𝜃)

𝑙𝑛(𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ(𝑐×𝜃0)
                                  (8) 
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Where θ0 is a constant, π/4 for the 90 degree and π/2 for the 180-degree bend, θ is the angular position along 

the bend, 𝑤𝑚in is the width at the start and end of each bend, 𝑤𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the width of the bend at the halfway 

mark i.e., 45 degrees and 90 degrees for 90 and 180-degree bends respectively. Note the width of the bend 

at the start and the end is the same and the inlet and outlet waveguides are also kept at the same width, 𝑤𝑚in. 

The asymmetry constant, c, is determined optimally according to the averaged radius of curvature. 

To maintain low loss performance, the width of the waveguide is constantly varied in the bend. 

This is described by 𝑓(θ). The function 𝑓(θ) is chosen such that the increase in width is very gradual so as 

to avoid any excess loss as described in Eq. (3). For a given 𝑤𝑚in optimization of insertion loss was carried 

out by using particle swarm algorithm and 2.5 D FDTD simulations in LUMERICAL MODE to determine 

parameters, maximum waveguide widths (𝑤𝑚𝑎𝑥), the constant c, and bend radii, rmin. The same study is 

done for the 180-degree bend. We do so for both single and multi-moded bent waveguides. 

 

Figure. 3.13. (a) Passive transmission spectra measured for 800 µm long MMI device for wavelengths of 1465 to 1570 nm (b) 

Transmission measured as a function of the power applied to the heater from 0 to 300 mW at λ = 1517.95 nm 

 

In the single mode case, the optimized 90-degree bend with an effective bend radius 𝑟effective = 4.1 

µm and wmax = 0.41 was then confirmed to show a low insertion loss of 0.025 dB using full 3D FDTD 
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simulation as shown in Fig.1(a). Fig.1(b), shows the simulation results for a similarly optimized 180-degree 

bend with an 𝑟effective = 4.4 µm and wmax = 0.42 µm, showing an insertion loss value of 0.026 dB. In the 

multi-mode case, the optimized 90-degree bend with an effective bend radius 𝑟effective = 7 µm and wmax = 

1.2 mm was then confirmed to show a low insertion loss of 0.07 dB using full 3D FDTD simulation as 

shown in Fig.1(a). Fig.1(b), shows the simulation results for a similarly optimized 180-degree bend with 

an 𝑟effective = 5 µm and wmax = 1.7 mm, showing an insertion loss value of 0.06 dB. 

3.5 SRN based thermo-optic phase shifter 

Phase shifters are important components for many optical signal processing applications, including 

optical phased arrays (OPA) for beam steering and light detection and ranging (LiDAR) [22]. Such optical 

systems have a vast set of design requirements [23,24]. Design challenges of photonic integrated circuits 

(PICs) include maintaining low insertion loss, low power, small footprint, and fast response time while 

integrating substantial number of components. To meet these performance requirements, it becomes 

essential to optimally select an appropriate material platform. 

For example, high optical power is required in an OPA chip to maximize receiver signal-to-noise ratio. This 

means a material platform with low two photon absorption (TPA) is ideal. Additionally, to maintain 

compactness, scalability, high efficiency, and low loss phase shifting, a high index contrast platform with 

high thermo-optic coefficient is needed. 

Silicon-on insulator (SOI) is predominantly used as a CMOS compatible material platform for 

silicon photonics devices and applications. Due to the high index contrast between silicon and silicon 

dioxide, SOI enables fabrication of passive components such as compact bends, splitters, and 

interferometers. Moreover, silicon possesses a high thermo-optic coefficient of (1.86 x 10-4 K-1) that makes 

it a viable candidate for thermo-optical phase shifters. However, silicon has its own drawbacks such as a 

relatively narrower transparency window (1.1 to 8 μm), TPA, and surface carrier absorption (SCA) leading 
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to low power handling capabilities [23,25,26]. To overcome some of the limitations of silicon, 

stoichiometric silicon nitride (Si3N4) is often used as another CMOS compatible platform [27,28]. It has a 

larger transparency window (0.25 to 8 µm) and possesses negligible TPA unlike silicon. However, it has a 

lower thermo-optic coefficient (~ 2 x 10-5 K-1) and a lower refractive index (~ 1.98), leading to inefficient 

optical phase shifters and larger footprint, respectively [23,29]. In light of this, SRN platform is an 

increasingly attractive CMOS compatible alternative for applications where the benefits of both silicon and 

stoichiometric silicon nitride are desired. [30,31]. Due to the high degree of tunability of its refractive index 

and thermo-optic coefficient (n = 3.1 and dn/dT =1.65x10-4 K-1 at λ = 1550 nm [32]), SRN can be a viable 

candidate for highly efficient, small footprint devices that require high optical power handling capabilities. 

In this investigation, we present means to reduce the power consumption and the footprint of 

thermo-optic phase shifters by exploiting the design and optimization of ultra-compact bends in SRN. 

These bends are the structured in a densely folded rectangular spiral of 1.2 mm total length with a total 

footprint of 65 x 65 µm2. For the phase shifter characterization, we use the spiral structure as one of the 

arms of an unbalanced Mach Zehnder Interferometer (MZI) with serpentine shaped heaters. The 

experimentally demonstrated device exhibits a Pπ = 8 mW, a Vπ = 1.5 V, with extinction ratio exceeding 

15 dB proving to be a promising device for thermo-optic applications requiring efficiency, compactness 

and high-power handling capabilities. 

The thermally induced phase shift for a phase shifter can be represented by: 

𝛥𝜙 =
2𝜋

𝜆
(

𝜕𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝜕𝑇
) 𝛥𝑇 𝐿𝑚𝑜𝑑                                                               (9) 

where λ is the wavelength of the guided optical mode (in this case 1550 nm), (∂neff)/(∂ T) is the change in 

the effective index as a function of temperature change, Lmod is the active length of the device and  ΔT is 

the temperature change across the active length. As seen from the Eq. (1), to achieve efficient phase shifting, 

a material platform which can provide a large (∂neff)/∂T is desirable. SRN has this property as its thermo-
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optic coefficient is close to that of crystalline silicon (1.65 ± 0.08) x 10-4 K-1 [32]. In a typical straight 

waveguide-based phase shifter, increasing the active length of the device will linearly increase the phase 

change, however at the cost of increased power consumption and slower switching speeds. It would hence 

be highly desirable to develop ultra-compact bends so as to increase waveguide packing density and 

achieve a high active length while keeping the heater footprint to a minimum. [33-36]. 

To exploit the small bend radii achieved using the high index SRN and demonstrate efficient 

thermo-optic phase shifting, we utilized the bends to realize the rectangular spiral. The spiral of 1.2 mm 

total propagation length consists of twenty-seven 90-degree bends and two 180-degree bends packed into 

an area of 65 x 65 µm2. The Y-branch designed and fabricated for TE-polarization with a simulated 

insertion loss of 0.159 dB shown earlier in this section was used to fabricate the MZI structure input and 

output coupling sections. From our previous measurements in [6], the propagation loss for TE polarized 

optical mode in our SRN waveguides is ~7 dB/cm). While we did not carry out an experimental 

measurement for the loss in our bends in the complete spiral, the simulated value of loss in our bends can 

be used to estimate a lower bound for the total insertion loss associated for one such spiral structure to be 

around~ 1.2 dB. 

The fabrication of the thermo-optic phase shifters is carried out in a similar fashion to our previous 

work [6], using the PECVD deposited SRN film of n = 3.1, with the only difference being that in this case, 

the top cladding thickness is 1 µm. 

To study the effect of the metallic heater geometry on the performance of the phase shifter, a serpentine 

and a rectangular configuration are evaluated. Fig. 3.14(a) and (b) show the optical microscope (OM) top 

view of the two configurations integrated onto the spiral phase shifting section of an MZI. The serpentine 

heater consists of six filaments of 6 µm in width separated by 8 µm; this allows for higher resistance in a 

compact area, whereas the latter heater is simply a rectangle of 100 x 80 µm2. Both configurations have 
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the same metallic (Ni:Cr) thickness of 300 nm. The serpentine heaters were designed in such a way so as 

to achieve a long metallic filament over the rectangular spiral. The width of the metallic filament and the 

separation between them were chosen so as to ensure a high value of resistance and fairly uniform 

temperature profile across all the waveguides while ensuring the ease of fabrication. 

Fig. 3.14(c) shows the distribution of temperature along a cutline passing through the center of 

waveguides under the metallic heater for the serpentine configuration. Fig. 3.14(d) shows the corresponding 

2D profile of the temperature distribution in a cross section for a heater power of 8 mW. The thermo-optic 

simulations were carried out using LUMERICAL DEVICE. As expected, waveguides positioned in 

between the metallic lines (as opposed to directly underneath) experience a slightly lower temperature 

(97%) than the ones positioned directly underneath the metallic lines [31,33-36]. 

This ensures temperature uniformity across the spiral waveguide. Similar simulation studies (not 

shown here) are carried out for the rectangular heater shown in Fig 3.14(b). 

 

Figure 3.14. (a) OM top view of the MZI with the spiral as its imbalanced length along with the integrated Ni:Cr serpentine 

heaters and Cr/Au contact pads -the zoomed-in OM image of the spiral waveguide with the Ni:Cr serpentine heater on top(b) 

OM top view of the MZI with spiral waveguide and a rectangular Ni:Cr heater on top(c) temperature distribution along a cutline 

in the plane of the waveguides at y = 0 (d) Simulated temperature profile in a cross-section of the spiral waveguide 
To characterize the phase shift as a function of heater power dissipation, the thermo-optic phase shifter is 

fabricated as part of one arm of an unbalanced MZI.  The devices shown in Fig. 3.14(a, b) are characterized 
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using a fiber-in free space out setup such as that employed in [6]. The estimation of Pπ was done by 

operating the device at a fixed wavelength and measuring the output transmission as a function of the power 

applied to the heater as shown in Fig. 3.15(a) for a device with a serpentine heater. The power range of 0 to 

35 mW corresponds to a voltage applied of up to 4 V, and the extracted Pπ is 8 ± 0.25 mW (Vπ = 1.5 ± 0.25 

V) with an extinction ratio exceeding 15 dB. The corresponding values for a device with a rectangular 

heater are Pπ ~ 11.5± 0.25 mW. Fig. 3.15 (b) shows the spectral shift in the transmission of the MZI as a 

function of the applied voltage (0 to 1.8 V). The transmission spectra were measured in a range of 1465 nm 

to 1575 nm (using a CW tunable Agilent laser in the C-Band) showing an FSR of ~ 0.56 nm. The frequency 

response of the device is characterized by applying a square wave signal (1.5 V amplitude) to the heater 

such that a π phase shift could be achieved. To do so, we use a 15 MHz Hewlett-Packard waveform 

generator. The frequency of the square wave signal was swept from 0.5 to 25 kHz and the peak-to-peak 

voltage response was recorded at each step. The 3-dB bandwidth of the phase shifter was measured to be 

15±0.5 kHz as shown in Fig.3.15(c). While the 3-dB is currently low however it should be noted that no 

optimization has currently been carried out with regards to optimizing the speed of the device. Similar 

measurements are carried out for the rectangular heater, and no significant changes to the 3-dB cutoff 

frequency is observed. The uncertainties in the measured values for the Pπ, Vπ and the 3-dB bandwidth 

arise from the statistically measured standard deviation of over 15 repeated measurements. 

The experimental characteristics of the demonstrated device are promising and can be further 

improved by optimization of the heater electrode and cladding design. The reduced power consumption of 

the spiral structure with the serpentine heaters is due to the laterally diffused heat from the heater filaments 

and the increased fraction of waveguide length per heated area. 
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Figure 3.15. (a) Experimental result on the transmission of the MZI as a function of the switching heater power 

demonstrating a Pπ = 8 mW. The measurements were carried out at a fixed wavelength, λ = 1551.5 nm to maximize 

changes in output power as a function of index change (b) Spectral shift of the null point in transmission due to the 

applied voltage from 0 to 1.8 volts (c) 3-dB cutoff frequency of the device measured to be ~ 15 kHz 
 

Table 3.5. Comparison summary of thermo-optic phase shifters 

 

The observed performance of the device proves that SRN’s high refractive index and high thermo-optic 

coefficient allow for both compact and efficient phase shifting. Furthermore, SRN phase shifter can be a 

more desirable option compared to silicon, for applications requiring high optical power handling 

capabilities and scalability (e.g., OPAs). This is because, as listed in Table 3.5, SRN (even with a high 
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silicon content and index of up to 3.1) exhibits negligible TPA much lower than that of silicon. Thus, SRN 

is a great choice for realizing efficient, low footprint, and high optical power handling devices. 

In this work we present the design, fabrication, and characterization of ultra-compact single mode 

bends using silicon rich nitride. We then use these bends to demonstrate a highly efficient, low footprint 

SRN thermo-optic phase shifter consisting of a rectangular spiral with integrated serpentine Ni:Cr heaters. 

The densely folded spiral structure has a 1.2 mm total length with a total footprint of 65 x 65 µm2 consisting 

of ultra-compact 90 and 180-degree bends with effective radii of 4.1 and 4.4 μm respectively. The folded 

structure allows for an increased overlap of the waveguide with temperature distribution from the integrated 

serpentine heater and hence a larger optical phase shift to be induced for a given applied thermal power. 

Two heater geometries were investigated, one a simple rectangle over the spiral waveguide region and the 

other a serpentine heater. The latter is shown experimentally to outperform the rectangular heater by 30% 

in terms of its Pπ. The serpentine heater over the phase shifter exhibits a Pπ = 8 mW and a Vπ = 1.5 V with 

an extinction ratio ~ 15 dB. This new thermo-optic phase shifter design enables precise targeting of power 

dissipation and heat localization, resulting in low thermal crosstalk and high efficiency. The combination 

of the high index and high thermo-optic coefficient enables not only a compact and efficient phase shifter, 

but also proves to be the most promising device for applications requiring scalability and high optical power 

handling capabilities 

3.6 Closely spaced waveguide 

In order to achieve high beam efficiency and wide range of steering, the end fire facet waveguides 

are designed to achieve 
𝜆

2
 spacing. However, to avoid coupling between the waveguide antennas for long 

propagation lengths (over mm scale), we can minimize their overlap in the phase space by creating a 

mismatch in their 𝛽 coefficients. We did so by designing and fabricating waveguides of different widths. 

Their widths were chosen carefully and was kept in a similar range of values to ensure uniform illumination 
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across the array. In this thesis, two configurations were studied. In the first case which is also later used in 

the final design of our OPA chip, the waveguides are phase mismatched with both their nearest neighbor 

and with their second nearest neighbor (separated by 
𝜆

2
 and 𝜆, respectively) by cycling through a set of three 

widths (300, 400, 500 nm in sequence). Third nearest neighbors are separated by 
3𝜆

2
 and have equal widths. 

This is possible since the power coupling between two neighboring waveguides changes as a function of 

1

(
Δ𝛽

2𝜅
)

2
+1

 where Δ𝛽is the difference in propagation constant and 𝜅is the coupling coefficient (field overlap 

coupling strength), thus this modeled phase mismatch between the closely spaced waveguides (Δ𝛽)allows 

for weak coupling between them even if their evanescent tails are overlapping.  Also, keeping the height of 

all of these waveguides the same and at 320 nm, ensures single-mode for TE-polarized light across the 

entire propagation length. [37]. 

Lumerical EME simulation of the waveguide array with sequentially varying widths of 500, 300, 

400, and 500 nm is shown Fig. 3.16 (a-b). Light is launched into the 500 nm wide waveguide, the 

eigenmode expansion shows less than 2% coupling only to the waveguide with equal width. Further, the 

S-parameters for the transmission from waveguide one, 500nm to waveguide five, its equal width 
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waveguide, are shown in Fig. 3.16 (c-d) for a 1mm length propagation direction showing minimal coupling.  

 

Figure 3.16. (a) The closely spaced waveguide schematic of the EME simulation showing the source launching at waveguide 1 

and the alternating waveguide widths are spaced at 
𝜆

2
 spacing (b) the transmission of light from port 1 to port 2 showing no 

coupling to the neighboring waveguides. This is obtained for 1 mm propagation length (c & d) show the S-parameter from port 1 

to 2 where the maximum transmission happens and port 1 to 5 where there is basically no transmission happening 

 

Here in Fig. 3.17. we experimentally demonstrate that even for several-mm propagation lengths, 

coupling between nearest, second nearest, and third-nearest neighbors is below 18-22 dB and power 

propagates only in the waveguide into which light was launched. 
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Figure 3.17. The IR image of the mode profile of the closely spaced waveguides and their corresponding transmission plots as a 

function of wavelength. Showing minimal coupling to the neighboring waveguide < 18-22 dB 

 

3.7 Conclusion 

In conclusion, we have shown design, simulation, fabrication, and characterization of the integrated 

photonic components that were possible to make given our PECVD SRN platform. The above results were 

an essential part of the design for an optical phased array chip. The optimization and characterization of 

each device is significant because that will translate into what the design limitations and capabilities of our 

OPA chip are.  Additionally, the work shown here demonstrates a few state-of-the-art devices that could 

potentially be used as standalone components for thermo-optic and integrated photonics applications. 

Chapter 3, in part, contains materials from “"Efficient and compact thermo-optic phase 

shifter in silicon-rich silicon nitride”, published in Optics Letters and co-authored by S. Pappert, 

Y. Fainman, and P. Yu. The dissertation author was the first author of the manuscript. 
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Chapter 4 

Integrated optics for Optical Phased Arrays 
 

4.1 Background 

When designing optical phased arrays, there are some key design aspects that need to be 

considered. Some include number of antenna elements, antenna spacing, phase/amplitude tuning 

mechanism, its corresponding efficiency and speed, steering range, beamwidth (spot size or 

resolution), and side-lobe suppression. In the previous chapter, we demonstrated the design and 

fabrication of some of the components that when integrated would allow for reaching some of the 

ideal performance criterion.  The antennas can be arranged in one or two dimensions and in 

principle steer the optical beam in either direction. In the one-dimensional OPA, the waveguide 

antenna may be arranged very tightly in such a way that a large steering range can be achieved. 

We will demonstrate that using a low loss waveguide for the edge coupler can be used as a less 

complex implementation of an antenna array compared to that of the grating structures used for 

two-dimensional optical phased arrays. Their challenge mainly comes from the fabrication 

intensive process to achieve weak coupling strengths in order to get a large aperture size which in 

the case of an end-fire facet (or edge coupled waveguide) will not be the case. [1-3]. 

In the case of the SRN based OPA, one of the easiest ways to achieve phase tuning is using 

the thermo-optic effect, hence the shown phase shifter in the previous section can be implemented 

in doing so. However, of course due to the presence of silicon nanoclusters and the high third order 

nonlinearity of this material, other methods such as the electro-optic effect can also be 

implemented. In this case, since we are not concerned about the tuning speed of our OPA, we will 

simply use the thermo-optic effect to achieve steering. [4]. 
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With a proper design in place, the next important challenge is the arrangement of the 

components for achieving high beam quality. We have chosen a one-dimensional OPA, so this can 

be a relatively straightforward task where the antenna is along the line of the phase shifters and 

splitters in a parallel fashion. The spacing between the antenna elements is governed by the grating 

lobes. An analogy to the Nyquist limit can be found here in the spatial domain which states two 

elements per wavelength are required to avoid aliasing (thus in order to avoid spatial aliasing, 
𝜆

2
 

spacing must be considered). 

It is important to note that despite the scaling challenges, the larger the number of elements, 

the smaller the beamwidth. Here, we investigate a 16-element optical phased array to achieve a 

relatively large steering range while minimizing the scalability challenges. To better understand 

the challenges with designing this optical system and its operation, the mathematics of a one-

dimensional optical phased array with uniform spacing, in addition to the integration challenges 

and our implementations are discussed in this chapter. [5,6]. 

4.2 Mathematics of phased arrays 

In this thesis we will discuss the mathematics and basic terms used for a one-dimensional 

phased array. A one-dimensional phased array comprises of N antennas along a linear array. The 

spacing may vary but generally it is uniform. Thus, in this case we keep the spacing between each 

element at a uniform distance d = 775 nm or (
𝜆

2
). Assuming that the emission is being measured 

from the far field (Far-field > 
2𝐷2

𝜆
, where D is the diameter of the antenna (N-1) x d for the uniform 

linear array) with uniform illumination across the array, the antenna’s emitting electric field can 

be expressed in terms of two parts. [7-9]. First is the gain of each individual element of the array, 

called the element factor (GE) and secondly, the array factor which is the effect that the array has 
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for beamforming. The element factor is the radiation pattern of a single antenna in the array, and 

it is defined by the geometry of that single antenna, in our case it is of a single mode waveguide. 

Note that the overall performance (gain) of the total array is limited by the individual antenna i.e., 

the main beam loses amplitude at the rate of the element factor- this is while the sidelobes on 

boresight have no amplitude loss. 

The array factor is also calculated based on the geometry of the array. Here we assume that 

the array is equally spaced, and the phase and amplitude are the same. The normalized array factor 

can be written as the following: 

𝐴[𝜃] =
sin(

𝑁𝜋𝑑

𝜆
[sin(𝜃)−sin(𝜃0)])

Nsin(
𝜋𝑑

𝜆
[sin(𝜃)−sin(𝜃0)])

                                                     (1) 

Where 𝜃0 is the target angle and since we know the relationship between the phase and the 

angle this relationship holds, ΔΦ =
2𝜋𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃)

𝜆
, where λ is the wavelength, d is the antenna spacing, 

thus the array factor can be re-written with that substitution: 

𝐴𝐹[𝜃, ΔΦ] =
sin(

𝑁𝜋𝑑

𝜆
[sin(𝜃)−

ΔΦ

2
])

Nsin(
𝜋𝑑

𝜆
sin(𝜃)−

ΔΦ

2
)

                                                 (2) 

Here in Fig. 4.1. we plotted the normalized array factor at boresight for a uniform one-

dimensional array with element spacing of 
𝜆

2
 and antenna elements of N = 16, 32, and 64. 
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Figure 4.1. (a) The normalized far field pattern of the array factor for different number of elements at 
𝜆

2
 spacing 

We can observe that first side-lobe is at -13 dB regardless of the number of antenna 

elements which comes from the sinc function in the array factor. The nulls increase and the 

beamwidth reduces with the increase in the number of elements- see Fig. 4.2. In the case of a 16-

element antenna with 
𝜆

2
 spacing, the steering range is shown. We can also observe that the as the 

beam is scanned away from the boresight the beamwidth widens. 
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Figure 4.2. (a) The normalized transmission of a 16-elemt array factor with steering shown all the way to 60o - the 

doubling in beam width can be seen as the steering leads towards the theoretical limit of the phased array (before the 

grating lobes appear) 

To better understand the angular resolution of the array, we evaluate the beamwidth and 

how it is a function of the steering range and the number of antenna elements. Generally, the 

beamwidth is measured at the fullwidth half max (or sometimes referred to as half power beam 

width (HPBW) of the main lobe of the antenna array. Note that since the array factor represents 

the electric field and not the power, we set it to 
1

√2
 and not 

1

2
. 

1

√2
= 𝐴𝐹[𝜃, ΔΦ] =

sin(
𝑁𝜋𝑑

𝜆
[sin(𝜃)−

ΔΦ

2
])

16sin(
𝜋𝑑

𝜆
sin(𝜃)−

ΔΦ

2
)
                                         (3) 

Then, solving for ΔΦ, we get 𝜃𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑚 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ = 3.2𝑜. The 𝜃 here is the peak at the 3-dB mark 

and to achieve the angular distance, we will double it so the 6.4𝑜 . This equation can be simplified 

to an approximation: 𝜃𝐵 =
0.886𝜆

𝑁𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃)
. Fig. 4.3. shows the beam width for different number of 

elements: 
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Figure 4.3. (a) The beam width also known as the spot size as a function of the beam steering for different number 
of antenna elements 

From this plot, we can observe that the beam accuracy for a 16-element phased array, is 

about 6.5o. This value only holds true at boresight as it was shown in Fig. (the previous one), the 

beamwidth widens as it moves towards the other scanning angles. In order to keep the accuracy 

constant as a function of scanning angles (away from boresight), even more antenna elements are 

needed. 

Also note that regardless of the number of antenna elements, the beamwidth doubles at ~ 

60o which is primarily due to the cosine term in the denominator of the above equation which 

translates to a smaller cross section for the array when viewed from an angle. 

In this thesis we mostly focus on the transmission side of the phased array, however so far 

most of the math shown here was for the array at the receiving end. Fortunately, however, antenna 

arrays have reciprocity and are the same for both receiving and the transmitting side. 
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Earlier, we discussed that our antenna design is based on 
𝜆

2
 spacing, but the question is do 

we really need to keep the spacing ≤   
𝜆

2
 ? 

All the simulations shown so far used the element spacing of 𝑑 =  
𝜆

2
. In the plot below we 

see that by increasing the element spacing, in this case to 2𝜆, the beamwidth reduces due the 

decreased spacing of nulls. However, this is at the expense of grating lobes (replica of the antenna 

gain) appearing at larger scanning angles in this case ± 30𝑜. This is called the spatial aliasing and 

can be compared to the under-sampling in analog to digital converters whereby reducing the 

sampling rate fs, the frequencies above fs/2 will appear as aliases in the Nyquist zone. This causes 

the higher order frequency terms as if they were at a lower frequency at the output. 

In practice, the maximum achievable steering range is 𝜃 = ±90𝑜and for that 𝑑 =  
𝜆

2
 is 

required- this means no grating lobe is visible in the visible range. However, this wide range in 

one-dimensional antenna arrays is hard to achieve in practice which is mainly due to the limitations 

that the element factor and fabrication imperfections. Thus, in order to achieve the maximum angle 

for a given element spacing, let’s start by looking at the beam angle as a function of the phase shift 

once again, we recall that ΔΦ =
2𝜋𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃)

𝜆
, so we can rewrite 

𝜃 = arcsin (
ΔΦ

2𝜋
×

𝜆

𝑑
)                                                        (4) 

This expression can only produce real solutions for arguments between -1 and +1. Since 

this equation has a periodic phase, we can replace the ΔΦ with ΔΦ + 𝑚 × 2𝜋, so we can re-

write 𝜃: 

|𝜃 =
ΔΦ+2π×m

2𝜋
×

𝜆

𝑑
)|>1, 𝑚 ≥ 1                                               (5) 
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To avoid the presence of grating lobes (see Fig. 4. 4.), the goal is to have only one real 

solution. And that is achieved only by the equation above; so, if we have solutions for m = ±1, etc. 

there will be nonreal solutions for 𝜃, however if m>0 values produce real 𝜃, then we end up with 

multiple solutions which are basically the grating lobes. It is important to note that at the boresight 

where ΔΦ = 0, there won’t be a grating lobe. Some other observations from this definition can be 

found which is if 
𝜆

𝑑
≥ 2 which means 𝑑 ≤

𝜆

2
, then you can never have multiple solutions regardless 

of which order m is used. Another method in avoiding these grating lobes, is to reduce the steering 

range i.e., minimizing ΔΦ. In literature, it has been also shown that there are other methods to 

overcoming the grating lobes, such as the implementation of nonuniform element spacing. [10]. 

Thus, in order to avoid spatial aliasing and create a clean steering with the antenna array, simply 

we will keep our element spacing to 
𝜆

2
. 

 

Figure 4.4. (a) The N= 16 and d = 2 𝜆 with this increase in spacing, the beamwidth reduces at the expense of the 

presence of grating lobes 

So far, we have seen that when no tapering is applied, the first side lobe appeared to be at 

13 dB as was seen from the simulation plots. However, if in a certain application, the requirement 
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is to reduce the sidelobes even further, different tapering methods can simply be used to manipulate 

the amplitude contributions of an individual element to the overall antenna response. To apply this 

weighting across the array however comes with its own drawbacks i.e., the weighting will also be 

applied to the main lobe which could reduce the antenna gain and increase the main lobe 

beamwidth. Thus, we did not explore tapering options in this thesis. 

4.3 Simulation of the end-fire facet SRN OPA with uniform spacing 

In this section we present the results of the FDTD simulations for the end-fire facet section 

of the SRN OPA and observe the systematic behavior of the array factors and the element factor 

at a 
𝜆

2
 spacing. In a uniform linear array with N elements, the far-field pattern depends on both the 

phase relationships between individual elements and their amplitude stability. The simulation 

(schematic shown in Fig.4.5.) incorporates realistic waveguides (later used for the experiment) of 

varying sizes (for phase mismatching as shown in the previous chapter) at the end fire-facet of a 

16-element OPA chip. [11,12]. 

 

Figure 4.5. (a) The phased array schematic for the FDTD simulation where the far field beam profile is analyzed 

based on the different phase patterns 
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By varying the phase of the individual waveguiding antennas, we can observe the field 

intensity profile of the 16-element array for a few selected steering angles. An observation can be 

made that for steering angles closer to the physical limit of the array (~ 60o), the beam width 

increases (albeit hard to quantify in this plot), as expected. 

 

Figure 4.6. The E-field intensity profile of the steered beam at boresight, -30o,30o, -55o, and 50o 

As stated, in the previous chapter, to avoid coupling between the closely spaced antenna 

elements, the waveguides were chosen at different widths (300, 400, and 500 nm); these values 

were chosen such that while creating a mismatch in the phase space, their far field element factor 

was similar with a uniform antenna aperture. Figure 4.6. is for the case of the nonuniform 

waveguide widths which we have designed. 

To better understand the far field characteristics of a uniform versus nonuniform (in terms 

of the waveguide widths) array of antenna elements, two cases were studied. In the first case with 

the uniform waveguiding, all the waveguides are set to 400 nm width and 320 nm height placed at 

a 
𝜆

2
 spacing (775 nm). Here the monitor was placed at a distance of 2 𝜇𝑚 away from the sources to 
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ensure far field propagation and minimizing the presence of evanescent waves. Fig. 4.7. 

demonstrates the simulation environment for the waveguide antenna elements, the element factor, 

and the array factor. The plot on the right shows the individually normalized intensity profiles of 

specific target angles of the full array overlayed with the element factors of three different 

waveguide widths of interest, 300, 400, and 500 nm width. It can be observed in Fig 4.7. that the 

far field intensity profile of these three individual waveguides is very similar, and the aperture of 

the array is very uniform Gaussian as a result. 

 

Figure 4.7. (a) (a) The schematic of the uniform array with identical waveguide widths (b) the far field pattern of 

individual waveguide elements (for the case where all waveguides are all either 300, 400, or 500 nm in width) 

overlayed with the antenna array at different steering angles 

To ensure that now alternating amongst these three waveguide widths would not 

significantly change the performance, we repeat the simulation but with nonuniform waveguide 

widths. The schematic of the array is shown as well as the far field intensity profile of both the 

element factor and the array factor Fig. 4.8. It can be concluded that despite the negligible 

difference between the waveguides, the overall aperture of the array remains unchanged. 

While OPA configurations can differ in terms of platforms, architecture, and components, 

however the key metrics for the performance evaluation or the beam forming quality, i.e., aperture 

(field of view) and the aliasing free steering range, solely depend on the geometrical properties of 
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the emitters. In this case, for a one-dimensional array, the analytical model can be compared to 

that of a multi-slit diffracted model used in Fourier Optics. [13]. 

 

Figure 4.8. (a) (a) The schematic of the non-uniform array with similar waveguide widths (300, 400, 500 nm) (b) the 

far field pattern of individual waveguide elements overlayed with the antenna array at different steering angles 

𝐼(𝜃) = 𝐼0 (
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼

𝛼
)

2

[
sin(

𝑁

2
)(𝛿−𝜙)

sin(
1

2
)(𝛿−𝜙)

]                                                              (6) 

𝛼 =
1

2
𝑘𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃)    𝛿 = 𝑘𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃)                                          (7) 

Where 𝐼(𝜃) represents the far field intensity of a uniformly phased array (where a uniform 

phase difference 𝜙 is applied across the array) with N antennas of size a placed at a pitch of d, I0, 

i.e., the peak intensity for the element factor, (
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼

𝛼
)

2

is a the far field diffraction pattern of a 

uniformly-illuminated square array, and finally the term (𝛿 − 𝜙) corresponds to the multi-slit 

interference pattern, and k represents the wavenumber. In our case where the grating lobes are not 

modulated, each lobe has a peak intensity of 𝑁2𝐼0. [13,14]. The above equation indicates that the 

far field intensity distribution of a uniform array comprises of a multi-slit interference pattern 

modulated by the far field diffraction pattern of the element factor i.e., the waveguide emitter. 
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4.4 The optical integration of the phased array 

Now that we have demonstrated through simulation, a wide-angle beam steering for the 

16-channel SRN OPA, and experimentally showed the performance of the components necessary 

for assembling an optical phased array, it is time to integrate the final OPA chip. 

 

Figure 4.9. Schematic of a potential transmitter OPA chip with the necessary optical components. Here we show the 

optical device designs that we have fabricated and tested as potential building blocks for an OPA chip 

Fig. 4.9. shows the schematic of an experimental transmitter OPA chip with the possible 

components that could be used to assemble it. Ideally, to divide the light on chip we will start with 

a series of cascaded 1x N splitters. In our design, we use 1x2 MMI splitter first and then divide 

each of the arms of the splitter using our 1 x 8 splitter to distribute the light into two sets of equally 

split sets of 8 waveguides. Each of these waveguides later continues into a 1.2 mm phase shifter 

with a 300 nm layer of Ni:Cr heater filament on top in a serpentine fashion covering the 65 x 65 

𝜇𝑚2 spiral phase shifter. These localized heaters used for the phase shifter are designed in such a 

way to have a highly localized thermal control at the lowest minimum thermal crosstalk. Each 

corresponding waveguide antenna has a phase shifter, and they are placed at a 50 𝜇𝑚 pitch. Each 
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of the phase shifters is connected to a ground and a signal contact pad of size 200 x 200 𝜇𝑚2 

located ~ 5 mm away close to the edge of the photonic chip for further wire-bonding purposes.  

These contact pads are also based on Cr/Au where the chrome layer (~ 5 nm) is used for adhesion 

purposes and the gold layer of ~ 500-700 nm for good quality contact. 

After the phase shifters, the waveguides are routed in a 90o bend to form the final end-fire 

facet waveguides. The layout of the overall OPA design and the OM images of the actual fabricated 

chip with the zoomed in MMI, phase shifter section, and the closely spaced waveguides are shown 

in Fig. 4.10. and Fig. 4.11. Bending radii of 15 𝜇𝑚 all the way to 85 𝜇𝑚 were used to minimize 

coupling as the waveguides are brought close to each other and to avoid a significant change in 

their effective index and the loss of modal shape. The 16-waveguides now brought together at 
𝜆

2
 

spacing propagate for a distance of ~ 2 mm and then terminate close to the edge of the chip and 

will eventually get diced and cleaned using focused ion beam (FIB). After the facets are exposed, 

the waveguides act as emitters following a Gaussian pattern. 

While we did not use the MMI switch in this configuration for amplitude control of the 

waveguide antennas, it is important to note that we could replace the phase shifters with these 

MMI switches to achieve steering through amplitude modulation of the individual waveguide 

antennas. Further modifications of this chip could potentially involve a combination of both phase 

shifter and MMI switch to create a more uniform far field emission and or to improve with the side 

lobe suppression. 
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Figure 4.10. The overall layout of the photonic chip showing the contact pads and the zoomed in image of the MMI 

coupler, the spiral based phase shifter with serpentine heaters, and the closely spaced waveguides at the output 

 

Figure 4.11. (a) The OM image of the zoomed in OPA chip (b) MMI couplers and phase shifters (c) zoomed in OM 

image of the phase shifter with the contact pads attached 

4.5 Conclusion 

To summarize, we have shown the mathematics and the theoretical models for a one 

dimensional optical phased array. We show the performance dependency of the overall antenna 

array on the antenna and element factors. We further show that the best spacing between the 
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elements chosen must be 
𝜆

2
 to avoid spatial aliasing/ the presence of grating lobes. We show the 

performance of a 16-element phased array with the 
𝜆

2
 spacing and demonstrate its physical limit 

for a steering of around ± 60 degrees along with a comparison study of the dependence of the 

number of elements on the spot size of the array. 

Simulations for the implementation of the end-fire facet architecture was done for two cases 

of nonuniform (alternating waveguide widths) and uniform wave-guiding arrays. 

We can conclude that far field projection of both element and array factor in both cases 

was very similar and hence the decision was to go with the nonuniform array design to ensure that 

the waveguides do not interact with each other in the phase space. 

Finally, we show a full integration of all the photonic building blocks shown in chapter 3. 

With the earlier FDTD simulations of the array and the theoretical model, we expect to achieve 

wide range of steering. 

Chapter 4, in part, contains materials from “Wide-angle optical beam steering in SRN” 

submitted for publication in Optics Letters and co-authored by Prabhav Gaur, Alex Friedman, Karl 

Johnson, Steve Pappert, Yeshaiahu Fainman, and Paul Yu. The dissertaion author was the first 

author of the manuscript. 
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Chapter 5 

SRN based Optical Phased Array 

5.1 Background 

The idea behind silicon photonics optical phased arrays is to replace the complex free-

space optical systems used mainly in LiDAR technologies. To design such a system requires 

careful consideration in terms of many systems design specification such as the material platform, 

eye safety, and etc. As mentioned before the two popular material choices used in optical phased 

arrays are silicon and silicon nitride. However, each of these materials has their own downsides 

for offering an ideal platform for optical phased array/LiDAR. Silicon is mostly implemented in 

the silicon on insulator (SOI) wafers and silicon nitride is also commonly found in many CMOS 

foundries as a wave-guiding material. However, silicon can only guide above its band gap 

wavelength at around 1.1 𝜇𝑚 while silicon nitride is transparent at both visible and the near 

infrared wavelength regions. In majority of silicon photonics processes, both silicon and silicon 

nitride waveguides are surrounded by cladding oxide which has an absorption band of 3.7 𝜇𝑚 and 

effectively introduces the upper limit for both types of these waveguides. Usually silicon photonics 

phased array/ LiDAR systems work around the telecom wavelengths (O and C bands), however 

depending on the application of interest, this can change. [1-3]. 

Silicon nitride’s transparency around (800 to 1100 nm) allows for leveraging many light 

sources, and implementation of many applications that could not be achieved otherwise using 

silicon. On the other hand, silicon nitride’s lack of an efficient phase tuning leads to greater power 

consumption and larger phase shifters. 
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Table 5.1. A comparison of typical designs and properties between Si and SiN waveguide with SiO2
 cladding 

 Transparency 

𝝁𝒎 

Thickness 

𝝁𝒎 

Loss 

dB/cm 

Bending 

𝝁𝒎 

𝜷𝑻𝑶

𝑲
 

n2  

𝒄𝒎𝟐/𝑮𝑾 

𝜷𝑻𝑷𝑨 

cm/GW 

Si 1.1-3.7 0.2-0.5 1-3 5-50 1.8 x 10-4 5 x 10-5 0.5 

SiN 0.5-3.7 0.2-2 0.2-2 20-200 2-4 x 10-5 3-7 x 10-6 negligible 

 

The optical (propagation) loss values shown in Table 5.1. are good measures of scalability 

of the aforementioned platforms. While silicon’s thermo-optic coefficient is an order of magnitude 

higher and allows for a relatively more efficient tuning, it is important to note waveguides for 

optical phased arrays often need to transmit at very high power for which the nonlinear effects are 

not negligible and must be taken into account. Silicon has a relatively large TPA coefficient. 

Generally, 𝛽𝑇𝑃𝐴 (the TPA coefficient) and the propagation loss can be described as 

10 log10(𝑒)
𝛽𝑇𝑃𝐴

𝐴𝑒𝑓𝑓
 where the 𝐴𝑒𝑓𝑓is the effective mode size of a typical silicon waveguide (220 x 

500 nm2) at 1550 nm. In this case the loss being around 2 dB/cm/W, TPA introduces non-negligible 

loss when transmitting above 100’s of mW of optical power which is a bottleneck for real 

implementation of optical phased array and their full integration in LiDAR system. Hence, our 

SRN based optical phased array with a larger transparency window starting at 700 nm and 

negligible TPA coefficient compared to crystalline silicon and high thermo-optic coefficient and 

high refractive index for compact and more efficient devices. [4,5]. 

Previously we showed the theoretical and simulation studies done for the SRN OPA. To 

overcome the challenges in the existing OPAs, in this chapter we demonstrate the full 

implementation of the one-dimensional 16-element phased array. We discuss the fabrication of 

photonic circuit board (PCB) and the process of its wire-bonding to the photonic chip. Further we 

demonstrate the use of Digital to Analog Convertors (DACs) for heater control along with the 

algorithm used to optimize the phase tuning of the array. Next, we show the optical setup used in 
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this experiment along with the wide steering of 120o with a spot size of approximately 6o at 

boresight. Finally, we show close correlation between the experimental results and the theoretical 

modeling. 

5.2 Photonic Circuit Board Design for heater control and wire 

bonding to the photonic chip 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the antenna waveguides act as dipole emitters. To 

actively control the phase associated with each antenna, we can use the heaters-based phase 

shifters. Each of these devices is routed to a contact pad at the edge of the chip and connect one 

end of the heater terminal to a low-resistance ground and the other to the signal. The contact pads 

are 400 µm center to center and 250 𝜇𝑚  edge to edge distanced from one another - this large 

distance is to ensure that the wire-bonds can be easily placed next to one another without creating 

a short. 

The photonic chip is first mounted on (using a nonconductive adhesive) a sacrificial (blank) 

die of the same height (575 𝜇𝑚) to help with raising the output facet away from the printed circuit 

board (PCB) and better expose the edge-emitting waveguides. Finally, they are mounted and then 

wire-bonded to the PCB. Fig. 5.1. (a & b) shows the pre- and post-epoxy covering of the wire-

bonds. 

Additionally, it is important to note that the right coating chemistry is necessary for 

providing a good contact and making sure the wire-bonds work properly. Hence in this case, we 

used Electroless Nickel, Immersion Palladium, Immersion Gold or (ENEPIG) to avoid challenges 

with the immersion gold and the corrosion of underlying nickel. The addition of palladium (Pd) 

layer between the nickel and gold limits the corrosion of the nickel by an overly aggressive 

immersion gold process. In this process lower gold thickness than the conventional electrolytic 
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nickel/immersion gold (ENIG), ENEPIG finish offers a more reliable process with improved 

quality. [6,7]. 

 

Figure 5.1. (a & b) Schematic and the OM image of the OPA chip wire-bonded to the PCB- pre adhesion process (c 

& d) 2D and 3D schematic of the PCB designed for wire bonding to the OPA chip with a total of 16 contact pad 

pairs and 32 holes for the connection of the heaters to the board 

 

Fig. 5.1(c) shows the schematic diagram of the wire-bonded photonic chip to the designed 

PCB. Fig. 5.1(d) shows the PCB design in 3D and without the photonic chip. For achieving beam 

steering, the phase of light in each waveguide antenna is tuned by the applied voltages to the phase 

shifters that are supplied by a PCB which is connected by the wire-bonds to the contact pads. 
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Our PCB was design using Altium Designer and manufactured by PCB Minion. As it can 

be seen there are two layers for proper routing purposes to the two sides of the chip. In our design 

there are 16 pads on each side of the photonic chip, and they are connected to the 32 holes on the 

PCB. Table 5.2. below shows the details of our PCB design: 

Table 5.2. PCB Design Specifications 

Length 

 

Width Layers Min 

Trace/Space 

Min 

Hole 

Size 

Solder 

Mask 

Thickness Surface 

Finish 

Finished 

Copper 

Material 

Type 

34.67 

mm 

45.85 

mm 

2 5 mil 10 

mil 

Green 1.6 mm ENEPIG4 1 oz FR4 

To connect the PCB properly to an external controller (i.e., micro-controller/DAC) for 

voltage control, we need a proper connector. Here we use 100-mil pitch male header connectors - 

see Fig. 5.2. They are low cost, simple in design, and easily soldered to the board. Additionally, 

they can handle 1000+ mA of current which is beyond the current values that we expect in our 

device performance. Simple jumper wires can also be used to connect the PCB to the controllers. 

 

Figure 5.2. (a-c) Side and top views of the fabricated PCB with the connecter attached (d) Jumper wires connection 

to the PCB for further connection to the microcontroller (DAC) board 

The Fig. 5.2. shows the connector placed on the PCB before the wire-bonding and after the 

wire-bonding process with the initial process of adding the jumper-wires for connection to the 

PCB. 
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5.3 Digital to Analog Convertor (DAC) - Gradient Descent 

Algorithm 

The emitters in a typical OPA are controlled by a corresponding number of digital-to-

analog converters. In this study, we implement the control with a 14-bit DAC consisting of 40 

channels and illustrate the phase tuning by varying the voltages of the corresponding channels. 

The DAC used in this experiment is an evaluation board by Analog Devices which has a 12 V 

voltage range spanning from -4V to +8V. The least significant bit (LSB) size is simply 
12𝑉

214 =

732.42 𝜇𝑉. [8,9]. 

To operate this evaluation board, it requires a +5V supply for Digital input source Vcc, in 

addition to the positive analog rail supply with a range of +9 to 16.5 V, for which we chose +10 V 

and for the negative analog rail supply we the permittable range is from -8 to -16.5 V and in this 

case, we chose -10 V. 

In order to tune the voltages in this DAC all the values are given in a hexagonal input code 

and using a simple equation can be toggled back and forth given the different trigger values built 

in the software. Each DAC channel has several registers. In this case, the DAC’s data can be 

written with either X1A or the X1B. Further, each of them has a gain (M) and an offset register of 

(C) as shown in Fig. 5.3. 

 

Figure 5.3. Data Registers Associated with Each DAC Channel 
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We use the gradient descent algorithm to find the maximum power that could be achieved 

for a set of phase/voltage solutions. In this algorithm, we use an iterative optimization mechanism 

for finding the local maxima of the power (intensity) function. In this approach, we first calculate 

the initial error as the difference between the current angle and the desired angle for steering (in 

terms of their corresponding power).  Then in order to calculate the next point at which the power 

is maximum for the desired steering angle, we use the gradient at the current phase value, then 

scale it using a “learning rate” and the phase change (
𝜋

8
) and add/subtract from the current power 

position shown in the IR camera; this way we create a discretized step for which we want to 

maximize/minimize the desired power value. 

We can mathematically describe this process as: 

𝑃𝑛+1 = 𝑃𝑛 − 𝜂∇f(Pn) 

Here, 𝜂 refers to the learning rate which scales the gradient and controls the step size. In this case 

our learning rate was 𝜂 =
𝜋

30000
 ∇f(Pn) = (𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒 (𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡) ± 𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒) . Doing so we can 

extract the new set of phase values for which the power is maximum for a given a specific steering 

angle. This process is repeated until all the right phases and their corresponding voltage values 

associated for each antenna waveguide required for the range of steering angles of interests are 

achieved. [10,11]. 

In Fig. 5.4. below we show the change of area under the power curve for three iterations as 

a function of calculated error. As the error is increasing, the desired power value is decreasing - 

helping the user determine which direction the power change needs to happen in order to achieve 

the intended angle: 
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Figure 5.4. The power integral (solving for a minima) with respect to the error relation based on the gradient descent 
algorithm 

 

5.4 Experimental setup, results, and verifications 

Since each channel in the array is being controlled by an individual phase shifter, the DAC 

is used to supply and control the individual voltage 

Using the optimization algorithm and the feedback from the IR camera, a set of voltage 

values corresponding to different steering directions are obtained and put into the DAC controller. 

The schematic below Fig. 5.5. shows the far-field imaging system used to do the measurements 

for our OPA setup. 
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Figure 5.5. The far field imaging system 

After the proper phase variations/corrections were implemented using the gradient descent 

algorithm, we were able to achieve steering at a fixed wavelength of 1525 nm. This wavelength 

was chosen due to the experimentally achieved equal power values of the MMI coupler outputs 

with minimal phase corrections. The far field image at a few different angles is captured for three 

different set of phases. The Fig. 5.6. are based on a smoothened and averaged out grey scale image 

of the longitudinal beams. The corresponding phase values for each case is also shown. The phases 

of the two opposite angles are symmetric in nature, albeit in experiment can be altered according 

to the modifications required after fabrication imperfections. [12,13]. 
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Figure 5.6. The far field images at 1525 nm after phase correction for -20o, 0o, 20o steering angles along with their 

corresponding phases 

 

We experimentally achieve about 120o field of view. Fig. 5.7. is the far field beam patterns 

for the beam steered ±57.5o on-axis. Our array emits a high efficiency beam with 11.5 dB peak to 

sidelobe ratio which is very close to the theoretical limit of 13 dB (sinc2 function coming from the 

far field pattern of a rectangular aperture). Further optimization can be done to suppress the 

sidelobes using different mechanisms i.e., nonuniform array spacing, etc. 
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Figure 5.7. (a) Measured far field optical power as a function of the steering angle over a 120o field of view, each 

array factor has been normalized to the power value at boresight (0o)- the element factor of the three contributing 

waveguides have been overlayed on top showing the far field aperture (b) logarithmic scale plot of the beam steering 

normal to the array output showing peak to sidelobe ratios of 11.5 dB- the individual beams are normalized to 

themselves 
Fig.5.7. (a) shows the measured far field normalized power versus the steering angle over 

a large 120o field of view for different target beam angles. Here, the power is normalized to the 

power at boresight (0o peak) and the amplitudes scale accordingly. Note that we have also plotted 

the element factor from the emission of single antenna waveguide (albeit for all the three different 

widths used in the antenna array i.e., 300, 400, and 500 nm) which shows close similarity to the 

predicted model shown in the previous chapter. In Fig.5.7. (b) we can see the logscale plot of the 

same, however in this case the power values are not normalized to the power value at boresight. 
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The spot size of the measured OPA is ~ 6.5-7o at 0o beam. Although as expected the full 

width half maximum of the beam widens as it goes away from the boresight and is doubled at 

±57.5o. The residual sidelobes apparent in the plots above are due to the limitation in the accurate 

phase manipulation of the integrated phase shifters and the phase uncertainty present in each 

corresponding waveguiding antenna. [14,15]. 

5.5 Conclusions and discussions 

In summary, we demonstrated that optical beam steering can be achieved in a new platform 

where the properties of both silicon and stoichiometric silicon nitride are combined. We used the 

design and fabrication of the PCB wire bonded to the photonic chip along with the gradient descent 

algorithm used to accurately control the phase of the array. We show approximately 120o field of 

view in 1D and a spot size of 6.5o at boresight. The beam broadens at larger angles (13-14o) at 

approximately 60o off axis. Our component designs show high beam quality with negligible 

crosstalk between each phase shifters allowing for scaling to large number of antenna elements. 

Chapter 5, in part, contains materials from “Wide-angle optical beam steering in SRN” 

submitted for publication in Optics Letters and co-authored by Prabhav Gaur, Alex Friedman, Karl 

Johnson, Steve Pappert, Yeshaiahu Fainman, and Paul Yu. The dissertaion author was the first 

author of the manuscript. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions and Future work 

In this thesis we have demonstrated that there is a clear correlation between silicon 

concentration of the PECVD deposited silicon nitride films and their corresponding thermo-optic 

coefficients. We further show that the transparency window of such high index films (> 3) expands 

all the way to 700 nm while retaining low optical losses ~ 3 dB/cm. We report experimental data 

on the thermo-optic coefficient of one of our highest index silicon rich nitride films (n = 3.1) 

achieving a value as high as (1.65 ± 0.08) x 10-4 K-1. This is one of the highest reported values for 

a PECVD deposited silicon nitride film and it is comparable to that of crystalline silicon making 

SRN a potential platform for photonic integrated systems. 

Furthermore, once it was shown that the PECVD deposited silicon rich nitride films 

demonstrated to have high index contrast (with oxide), low loss, and high thermo-optic coefficient, 

we developed the design, fabrication, and characterization of the integrated photonics components 

that could be used as the building blocks to realize an OPA. These components include splitters 

such asy-branch coupler with 0.15 dB insertion loss, 1 x N MMI splitters (1 x8 MMI with 0.55 dB 

of insertion loss) to distribute the power, thermo-optic phase shifter (𝑃𝜋 = 8 𝑚𝑊) and switches 

(𝑃𝜋 = 23 𝑚𝑊) for phase control, and tight bends for facilitating a compact footprint. It is 

important to note that the uniform array was implemented for packing compactness in addition to 

simplicity of design. Nevertheless, to minimize the secondary (side) lobes and maximize the power 

in the main lobe, several approaches are proposed in literature to reduce the side lobe level (SLL). 

For example, amplitude windowing (apodization) has shown to reduce the SLL in arrays of 

element separation ≤
𝜆

2
. Other optimization techniques such as arranging the antenna elements 

according to different algorithms i.e., Fermat’s spiral significantly reduces the SLL even in the 
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case of antenna arrays with spacing that exceeds 
𝜆

2
 (where the presence of grating lobes is 

guaranteed). 

Finally, we were able to demonstrate beam steering through a 1-D OPA based on a SOI 

platform (the high index SRN). We showed that for a 16-elements OPA, we can show 6-degree 

spot size at boresight and ~ 12-14 degrees at ± 60 degrees (off boresight). Additionally, we show 

a wide steering range from -58.5 to 57 degrees. The demonstrated experimental results have been 

accurately verified with the theoretical model and show close similarities. 

Since the OPAs have attracted a lot of interest as a key component in the solid-state light 

detection and ranging (LiDAR) systems, they require a wide beam-steering performance in 2D 

space. So far true 2D OPAs have been demonstrated to have a limited range of steering within 10o 

with 9𝜇𝑚 array pitch. Although 1D OPAs can achieve wide beam steering such as in our case, 

however, this is only in the transverse direction. For longitudinal beam steering, different 

modifications need to be employed. In addition to the thermos-optic or other means of phase 

tuning, wavelength tuning is needed. In this case, grating structures need to be used for which 

effective index variations and or the grating period are important factors to consider in order to 

achieve the proper steering range needed to go above the existing limits. Existing OPAs have 

drawbacks with respect to large scale integration and wide transversal steering due to the large 

power consumption, low refractive index (in case of stoichiometric silicon nitride) and the 

presence of nonlinear losses preventing such large-scale integrations (silicon). 

As new material platforms continue to be considered for the advancement of integrated 

photonics, we believe, silicon rich silicon nitride, a CMOS compatible material, can offer 

additional capabilities and functionalities to the existing photonics portfolio. 
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Finally, there will be many challenges to make a fully CMOS compatible solid-state 

LiDAR, particularly based on an OPA. Some challenges relate to the fundamental limitations of 

the mechanism or materials, and some are purely engineering difficulties. We believe that silicon 

rich silicon nitride has addressed many of the material challenges present in the existing OPAs. 

Additionally, adopting silicon photonics based coherent receivers to realize Frequency Modulated 

Continuous Wave (FMCW) demodulation in combination with the more traditional beam steering 

could be the closest to an upcoming product. Another possibility could also be using SRN based 

OPAs for 1D steering and a more traditional steering method for other field of view (FOV) 

dimension, may be an easier solution to enter the market compared to the existing solutions in 2D 

where it could be more challenging to make into a product. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




